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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was funded by a grant from the American Library Association (ALA) to the
Texas Woman’s University School of Library and Information Studies. The study was carried
out within the context of a regularly scheduled doctoral seminar on Trends and Issues in Library
Management. Grant funds covered the cost of tuition and fees for students in the seminar,
facilitating the recruitment of a number of special non-degree students, librarians from the
Dallas-Ft. Worth professional community. The fifteen students in the class comprised the
research team and carried out the study.
The team conducted a thorough review of the literature on outsourcing and privatization.
The review covered not only the library literature, but also the literature of public education and
private sector management. The resulting bibliography is an exhaustive listing of the literature
for the decade of the 1990s.
While the team intended to adopt the definitions of outsourcing and privatization that had
been posited by the ALA Outsourcing Task Force (OTF), in the event we found the definition of
privatization rendered the establishment of operational definitions impossible. Noting that the
OTF itself was unable to adhere to its own definition, we elected to limit the definition of
privatization to instances where control over policy was relinquished to a vendor. In that we
found no such instances in our study, we limited our focus to outsourcing in its various forms.
The team examined in detail outsourcing of cataloging, selection, and management of
library operations. The study of cataloging was limited to reviewing reports in the literature and
aggregating the information to assemble an overview of the current state of outsourcing in so far
as it could be determined. Selection and management were studied by investigating two case
studies of each, the Hawaii Public Library System and the Fort Worth Public Library System for
selection, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Riverside County
Library System for management.
We found no evidence that outsourcing per se represents a threat to library governance,
or to the role of the library in protecting the First Amendment rights of the public. We found
equivocal evidence with regard to the maintenance of a quality workforce. It appears that the
issues we identified may be more indicative of broader trends of library staffing than byproducts
of outsourcing. We found no evidence that outsourcing per se had any significant negative
impact on interlibrary cooperation.
In general, we found no evidence that outsourcing per se has had a negative impact on
library services and management. On the contrary, the evidence supports the conclusion that
outsourcing has been an effective managerial tool, and when used carefully and judiciously it has
resulted in enhanced library services and improved library management. Instances where
problems have arisen subsequent to decisions to outsource aspects of library operations and
functions appear to be attributable to inadequate planning, poor contracting processes, or
ineffective management of contracts.
We make a number of recommendations for future action that the American Library
Association might take to improve the practice of outsourcing and enhance library services and
management.
The Impact of Outsourcing and Privatization on Library Services and Management © 2000
American Library Association.

I. INTRODUCTION
Background of Study
For many years libraries have contracted with outside agencies to perform tasks and
functions that are necessary to library operations, but not necessarily part of the library’s core
services. Examples of such routinely-accepted “contracting out” include not only such obvious
non-library functions as janitorial services and photocopying services, but also services more
characteristically associated with libraries, like binding services. Even functions commonly
regarded as “core” to library operations, such as cataloging, have long been procured through
contractual arrangements with outside service providers. As early as 1901 the Library of
Congress began mass-producing catalog cards and providing them to other libraries, in the
process becoming perhaps the first vendor of cataloging services. Over the years, libraries have
contracted out not only cataloging services, but other functions as well, including the
development of automated systems and the acquisition of materials. These practices were not
generally labeled as outsourcing when first adopted, and they are common practice today.
Several events in the mid 1990s led to growing concerns within the library profession
about increasing outsourcing of library functions, to the point that some librarians were
concerned about the complete privatization of publicly funded libraries. These concerns led the
American Library Association to establish in the fall of 1997 an Outsourcing Task Force (OTF).
The charge to the OTF was to:
 Advise the association on issues related to outsourcing, subcontracting and
privatization of library services;
 Gather data, examine the literature on outsourcing and evaluate the impact of
outsourcing on library services and operations;
 Examine past ALA positions and determine how these issues relate to the ALA Code
of Ethics and other association policies;
 Provide ALA Council with a comprehensive report with recommendations at the
1999 Midwinter Meeting.
The OTF reviewed the literature, examined ALA policies, held hearings at Midwinter 1998 and
Annual Conference 1998 and prepared a report to the Executive Board with recommendations
which were presented as motions to the ALA Council at the 1999 Midwinter Meeting. Among
the recommendations of the OTF was that ALA should commission a formal study on the impact
of outsourcing and privatization on library services and management. The recommendation was
adopted by the ALA Council (American Library Association 1999a, 1999b). ALA issued a
Request For Proposals and this study was funded and carried out in response to that RFP.
Overview of Project
As part of its normal curriculum, the School of Library and Information Studies at Texas
Woman’s University regularly offers a Doctoral level seminar in Trends and Issues in Library
Management. Subsequent to receiving the grant from ALA to carry out the study on outsourcing
1
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and privatization, the Project Director, Dr. Robert S. Martin, the instructor for the course in the
Spring 200 semester, established outsourcing and privatization as the major focus of the course.
The majority of the readings and discussion for the course were on the topic of outsourcing and
privatization, and the required class project was to carry out the study.
We used part of the funding provided by the contract to underwrite tuition and fee
waivers for all students registered for the course. This served as an inducement to assist in
recruiting experienced practitioners to the project team, and provided compensation for all of the
participants (except the Project Director) for their contributions to the work of the project. To
ensure equity, tuition and fee waivers were provided to current students and special students
alike. Registration in the course was limited to fifteen students; consent of instructor ensured all
who enroll were qualified to participate in the project.
An assertive public information campaign was focused on the public, academic, and
school libraries in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area, advertising the opportunity to participate in this
important study by enrolling in the course. Fifteen students were admitted to the course. Four
were students already enrolled in the doctoral program at TWU SLIS. Of these, two are pursuing
doctoral studies full-time and two remain employed as librarians full-time while they pursue
their studies on a part-time basis. One advanced student in the TWU SLIS master’s program also
enrolled. The remaining ten students–two-thirds of the class–were special non-degree students
drawn from the professional community in the Dallas-Ft. Worth metropolitan area, recruited
specifically to participate in the research project. The resulting research team was made up of
experienced librarians, representing in aggregate more than 250 years of varied library
experience. (see X. Notes on the Research team).
Work Plan and Methodology
As the ALA Outsourcing Task Force’s report noted, there is nothing new about
outsourcing. The proximate cause for the work of the Task Force, however, stems from major
outsourcing and privatization initiatives, in Hawaii and California, dating from 1996 and 1997.
We therefore limited the scope of the study to assessing impact of these recent major outsourcing
and privatization efforts, focusing on events in 1997 and later. We limited the scope of our
literature review to the decade of the 1990s.
Upon notification of award of contract on November 5, the Project Director immediately
finalized the syllabus for the course, incorporating the study as the core element of the course.
Together with TWU Libraries staff, and assisted by a graduate assistant provided by the SLIS,
we compiled a comprehensive citation list of publications on the topics of outsourcing and
privatization (see VIII. Bibliography on Outsourcing), and prepared copies of relevant articles
and other materials to distribute to the research team.
We anticipated that to fully understand outsourcing and assess its impact on some aspects
of library services it was necessary to conduct field visits to actual outsourcing sites. The Project
Director identified and contacted selected library organizations in which outsourcing has been
initiated and secured cooperation for the project. These included the Riverside County Library
System, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and Fort Worth Public Library
System.
The project team met for the first time on Wednesday, January 19, 2000, and met weekly
thereafter through May 10. At the first class meeting on January 19, the Project Director
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established project work teams, with separate teams for outsourcing of cataloging, selection, and
management. Literature to be reviewed was divided topically and assigned to relevant teams. All
members of the research team reviewed the report of the ALA Outsourcing Task Force, as well
as other relevant literature on outsourcing and privatization, not only from the field of
librarianship, but also from the literatures of management and public administration. The
literature review was completed by February 9.
The project teams proceeded to develop definitions for the key concepts, terms and
variables to be assessed. This was one of the most important and difficult steps in carrying out
the project. For purposes of consistency and continuity, we tried not to deviate from commonly
accepted definitions whenever possible. We had intended, therefore, to accept the definitions of
outsourcing and privatization as written in the Outsourcing Task Force’s report. These
definitions were as follows.
 Outsourcing is the contracting to external companies or organizations, functions
that would otherwise be performed by library employees.
 Privatization is the shifting of policy making and management of library services
or the responsibility for the performance of core library services in their entirety,
from the public to the private sector.
 Core services are those professional activities that define the profession of
librarianship. These include collection development and organization; gathering
and providing information; making the collection accessible to all library users;
providing assistance in the use of the collection; and providing oversight and
management of these activities (American Library Association 1999a, 2-3).
We found the Task Force’s definition of outsourcing to be similar to many in the
literature and agreed to accept it. We found, however, the definitions of privatization and core
services to be unworkable in the research context and completely unamenable to the
development of operational definitions. First, from the literature, there appears to be a complete
lack of consensus about what constitutes a “core service”–what is core in one institutional
context may well be considered to be peripheral in another. Even if there were agreement about
the definition of “core services,” there would still be difficulties with “privatization.” For
example, would the shifting of one “core service” to the private sector be sufficient to constitute
privatization? Our team thought not. Given what the literature review revealed about the
probable extent of outsourcing in American libraries, it seemed to us misleading and unhelpful to
label the majority of American libraries as “privatized.” What then was an adequate extent of
outsourcing of “core services” to constitute “privatization”?
We were not surprised to find that the Task Force itself found its definitions inadequate:
It is acknowledged that the distinctions between the terms “outsourcing” and
“privatization” are not exact and are subject to arbitrary interpretations. Within the
context of this report, the Task Force has utilized the term “outsourcing” for contracting
for specific services; and the term “privatization” when the responsibility for day-to-day
management of a library or for establishing or altering policies that affect the delivery of
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service, is delegated to an external commercial agency (American Library Association
1999a, 3).

In other words, in spite of its own definitions, the Task Force recognized that a library could in
fact contract out “core services” such as selection or cataloging, and still not be considered as
“privatized.” Only if the library contracted out for day-to-day management of operations, or
relinquished control over policy to a contractor could it be considered “privatize.” From at least
one perspective, however, “day-to-day management of a library” might be construed as a
“specific service” to be contracted out, and from that perspective, a library that contracted out its
day-to-day management but retained control over policy could not be construed as “privatized.”
We determined that the only consistent factor that seemed to enter into a definition of
privatization was control over policy. We established, then, the following operational definition
of privatization:
 Privatization is contracting out for services in a way that shifts control over policies
for library collections and services from the public to the private sector.
This definition renders moot the debate over the definition of “core services.”
Operational definitions of the other elements to be studied were difficult to develop, and
occupied considerable time in the project schedule. We determined that different operational
definitions to were needed to assess different aspects of the outsourcing landscape. Each work
group developed its own definitions to assess the factors in its milieu, and then established the
specific qualitative and/or quantitative data needed for assessment were established. Given the
time constraints for the project, these data were limited to what might reasonably be collected
and analyzed. For example, the work group studying the Riverside County Library System
determined to use quality of library services as an indicator of the success of outsourcing, and
established an operational definitions based on hours of service, measured by reported hours, and
user satisfaction, measured by survey of library users.
The project teams then identified sources for the needed data, and constructed the survey
and interview instruments needed. Data collection commenced in late February.
As the project developed, the teams were further subdivided to focus on specific aspects
of their topic. For example, the management outsourcing team was divided into two teams, one
focusing on NASA and one on Riverside County. The Riverside team visited Riverside,
California, during early March to carry out on-site evaluation. This team conducted on-site
interviews with library managers, professional and support staff, library users, and elected
officials. Other project teams will conduct site visits in the Dallas-Ft. Worth metro area.
During March the project teams began to process incoming data and survey returns.
Follow-up contacts were required to ensure adequate data returns on surveys and other data
collection procedures. Follow-up letters and phone calls were carried out through March and
into April.
In April the work teams completed data analysis and begin drafting the report. Follow-up
contacts with respondents to clarify information were made by members of the work teams.
Analysis of quantitative data was carried out utilizing standard statistical software packages
available at TWU. The initial draft of the report, with the final input from the work team
members, was completed by May 10. This report constituted the final examination for the
course. The Project Director completed the report for submission to ALA.

Introduction
The Project Director will attend ALA Annual Conference to make a presentation on the
projects results to ALA Executive Board and/or Council, and to respond to questions.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Definitions of “outsourcing” vary widely, ranging from the simple–getting someone else
to do your work for you–to the complex–the acquisition of services from external service
providers. Basically defined, outsourcing is the transfer of an internal service or function to an
outside vendor (Bordeianu and Benaud 1997). Outsourcing is a new name for the old practice of
“contracting out” for services that organizations chose not to provide internally with their own
staff. Whatever the definition, outsourcing has become a standard practice in both the corporate
and the not-for-profit worlds. A 1995 survey indicates 40% of Fortune 500 Companies
outsourced some department or service (Lancaster 1995).
In the corporate sector, outsourcing became popular in the 1980s primarily as a way to
reduce costs and increase profitability. The automotive industry led the way in outsourcing by
contracting with companies specializing in a particular aspect of the manufacturing process. Both
Ford and Chrysler significantly reduced inventories by outsourcing component manufacturing
for their cars. Their profits remained steady, while General Motors, which chose to remain a
wholly in-house operation, saw profits plummet. This scenario lent credibility to outsourcing as
a positive and strong cost cutting measure (Marcum 1998).
First a cost cutting measure, outsourcing exploded in the 1990s and became identified as
a method of spinning off unnecessary work in order to focus the organization on its primary
goals. Processes and functions identified as not central to the enterprise are contracted out to
other firms that specialize in providing those products or services, in theory enabling the
contracting organization to concentrate its resources on the core business. Retail credit,
marketing, information technology systems, and human resources management are examples of
functions that are increasing procured through contracting with outside service providers. In the
1990s outsourcing thus was transformed from a simple efficiency tactic to an innovative
management strategy focused on streamlining the company. Following this transformation,
interest in outsourcing significantly increased. The literature reflects this change. A 1980s
survey of the business periodical literature reveals an average of three articles per year about
outsourcing. This number increases dramatically in the 1990s to more than six hundred articles
annually (Marcum 1998).
Libraries have followed the general business trend. Routine non-library services, like
janitorial services and photocopying, have long been procured through contracts with outside
vendors. In the early part of the 20th century, the Library of Congress began mass-producing
catalog cards and providing them to other libraries, in the process becoming perhaps the first
vendor of cataloging services. Over the years, libraries have contracted out not only cataloging
services, but other functions as well, including the development of automated systems and the
acquisition of materials. These practices were not generally labeled as outsourcing when first
adopted, and they are common practice today.
Outsourcing is a topic of interest to most librarians in all types of libraries. The library
literature reflects a continuing discussion of outsourcing of such routine library operations as
collection development, materials selection, materials processing, cataloging, and management.
A search using Library Lit and ERIC databases yielded 103 articles related to outsourcing
published during the 1990s. This literature consists almost exclusively of either opinion pieces
commenting on the pros and cons of outsourcing, or else “how we did it good” reports of specific
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outsourcing projects. There is almost no quantitative research concerning the impact of
outsourcing on library operations or on the quality of library services.
Opinion articles range from those that present outsourcing as a wonderful strategy for
improving both efficiency and effectiveness, to those that posit a more moderate wait-and-see
attitude, to vehement denunciations of the practice as inimical to the values of the profession.
Ronald A. Dubberly, retired director of the Atlanta–Fulton Public library, states that only the
outsourced will survive in lean economic times (Dubberly 1998a). Leaving no question
concerning his attitude, Dubberly titles his article in Library Journal, “Why Outsourcing is our
Friend.” Dubberly argues that libraries caught in the economic crunch of having to provide more
services with reduced revenue can do so only by utilizing outsourcing. Also, Dubberly predicts
government will merge tax-supported service oriented departments, including libraries. Those
public libraries that fail to adapt will cease to operate. Librarians must consider outsourcing as a
tool to provide better service using less money and to insure continuing library service to their
communities.
Clara Dunkle in her article, “Outsourcing the Catalog department: A Mediation Inspired
by the business and Library Literature,” notes a variety of businesses effectively use outsourcing
to become more effective and reduce costs. While not a good idea to totally outsource
cataloging functions, Dunkle suggests cataloging by vendors may provide greater accuracy and
consistency of cataloging records (Dunkle 1996).
Kevin Miles provides a law librarian’s perspective on outsourcing in his 1996 survey.
With a relatively small sample of respondents, he concludes that law firms–regardless of size–are
“aggressively outsourcing parts of their libraries” (Miles 1996, 12).
“A Tempest in a Teapot.” describes outsourcing according to Anne Woodsworth, Dean of
Palmer School of Library and Information Science, Long Island University. Library managers
use outsourcing as a tool when they implement blanket and standing orders to vendors. Vendors
assume the role of acquisitions staff and bibliographers (Woodsworth 1998).
John N. Berry’s February, 1998, Library Journal editorial questions the wisdom of
outsourcing, saying that no systems for measuring outsourcing’s impact are in place. Cost
cutting and efficiency are not the only issues in a service-oriented venue such as a library. The
most important measure of any change is in the quality of library service offered to all users and
potential users (Berry 1998).
Michael Gorman is one of the most outspoken critics of outsourcing, especially
outsourcing of cataloging and technical services. He state with some asperity that the outsourced
catalog is “corruption of the bedrock of library competence” (Gorman 1995). More recently he
wrote that library managers who decide to contract with outside vendors for cataloging, selection
or acquisition services “are saying, in effect, that professional library skills and experience can
be replaced by distant vendors who probably lack the former and certainly lack the latter.” He
opposes outsourcing because in his view it leads to an “inevitable debasement of service,” and
because it undermines “the very foundations of our profession”(Gorman 1998, 74).
Pat Schuman, a past president of ALA, is perhaps even more vehement in her opposition
to outsourcing. In Schuman’s view, outsourcing and privatization–which considers merely
different faces of the same phenomenon–”threaten the profession’s very core–perhaps its very
‘soul’ as a public service.” She examines and attempts to refute three assumptions that she
believes underlie all outsourcing decisions:
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1. The private sector can–and will–do it better and cheaper;
2. Private sector accountability tot he marketplace is more effective than government
bureaucracy; and
3. Libraries have always outsourced, and managers should be free to employ this useful tool.
She concludes with a plea for librarians to articulate a clear, passionate, and convincing case for
America’s premier democratic institutions–out libraries” (Schuman 1998).
There is very little in the library literature in the way of empirical research on outsourcing
in libraries and its effects on service. Our survey revealed only two articles published during the
1990s. Katherine Libby and Dana Caudle conducted a survey on outsourcing of cataloging in
academic libraries to determine the extent and success of such ventures. The study reveals that
out of the 117 libraries responding to the survey, thirty-three were outsourcing cataloging
functions and sixteen libraries were considering the practice. Of the thirty-three libraries
outsourcing their cataloging, most appeared to be pleased with the results. Each indicated that
they would continue outsourcing the cataloging function (Libby and Caudle 1997).
Karen Wilson, Assistant Director at the J. Hugh Jackson Library, at Stanford University,
provides some data in her case study detailing the outsourcing of copy cataloging and processing
at her library. Blackwell North America, Inc. and Blackwell Ltd. provided J. Hugh Jackson
Library staff with catalog records for 86% and 57% respectively for the monographs purchased
from them. During the period in which Blackwell North America and Blackwell, Ltd. provided
records, library staff accepted 69% and 61% respectively without making changes. Staff edited
another 25% of the records slightly to reflect local concerns. Less than 2% of the records
contained errors. This project demonstrated that outsourcing reduced costs and reduced the time
it takes to process materials, but had no discernable detrimental effect on the quality of
cataloging records. Wilson hails the outsourcing at J. Hugh Jackson as a new paradigm for the
future of technical services operations in academic libraries (Wilson 1995).
Outsourcing in libraries remains controversial. In the business world, functions that are
not central to the organization’s perceived core business are those most likely to be outsourced,
while core competencies or functions that are essential to the company are kept in-house. The
central issue then becomes: what constitutes a core competency or function? Libraries operate in
a constantly evolving environment. What they do, what services they provide, and how they
organize their resources to provide those services, are all subject to a changing paradigm. That
changing paradigm is reflected in the literature.
Outsourcing Cataloging Department Functions
Outsourcing of cataloging functions∗ in libraries is the area that has seen the most activity
and has also provided the largest number of contributions to the literature during the decade of
the 1990s. The pattern of publication reflects a swelling of interest in the topic during the middle
of the decade, followed by a rapid decline. There were no articles on outsourcing cataloging in
the first two years of the decade, followed by a rapid growth to more than forty articles in 1996
and 1997.
∗

For the purposes of this literature review, the phrase “cataloging functions” includes the following functions and
processes: authority control, creation and editing of bibliographic records, and processing of materials.
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Following Libby and Caudle’s comprehensive review in 1997, there was a steady decline
in the number of articles. Fewer than ten appeared in 1998 and only two in 1999. This pattern
appears to represent a rapid and visible growth in the practice of outsourcing cataloging
functions, a brief period of concern and controversy, followed by a recognition that this
phenomenon was now “business as usual.”
The overwhelming body of literature on outsourcing cataloging functions is focused on
the academic community. Since 1995, there have been two articles from public libraries, two
from special libraries, and only one from school libraries.
Overviews. In addition to Libby and Caudle’s comprehensive survey there are number of
excellent overviews on the topic. Outsourcing Library Technical Services Operations published
by the American Library Association provides sixteen case studies, eleven featuring examples
from academic libraries, three are from public libraries and two from special libraries (Wilson
and Colver 1997). A more recent survey by the Urban Libraries Council, however, provides data
from 72 member libraries, showing that 51% of those libraries responding are outsourcing almost
half of their cataloging and 68% are outsourcing at least 40% of their materials processing.
These same libraries have been outsourcing cataloging for an average of ten years and materials
processing for an average of six years (Urban Libraries Council 1999).
Ruschoff supplies a historical context for outsourcing in technical services operations,
reporting and evaluating “the warnings, suggestions, inquiries, and findings” which appeared in
the literature (1995, 51). He does this from the perspective of addressing the “forces” shaping
libraries; funding, desire of libraries to do more, satisfying the customer’s informational needs,
and the Internet. Wilson also provides an historical perspective on outsourcing cataloging and
physical processing and documents, beginning as far back as 150 years ago. She also notes that
“virtually no literature on library outsourcing of cataloging and physical processing existed in
1991” (Wilson 1995).
Outsourcing was such significant issue in the mid-1990s that in 1996 ALCTS devoted a
Preconference to the subject. Themes arising in the proceedings of the Preconference included:
every outsourcing situation is different, librarians have always adapted and embraced new
technology and change, importance of knowing your internal costs, guidelines are needed for
evaluating outsourcing services, reorganization can be done in a team-like atmosphere, know
what type of service that you want to outsource, importance of collaboration with, and the
partnership that exists, between vendors and librarians (German 1996).
Dunkle provides with a different slant to the topic as she highlights the difficulties of
outsourcing a cataloging department by contrasting outsourcing in business and in libraries. She
begins first with the decision “not whether to outsource–but how much to outsource (Dunkle
1996).” The points out that the work of highly trained, highly skilled cataloging staff can
distance them from other professionals in the organization, yet, their work is vital to the success
of the organization. Dunkle disputes many of the assumptions of outsourcing. She focuses on
the “real” costs, the potential for more flexibility on the part of the staff, the belief that a vendor
will provide a high-quality product with little guidance, and the human resources issues. The
author outlines the necessary steps to implementing a successful outsourcing project, and, in
summary, states that “outsourcing is not a substitute for management’s accountability and
responsibilities.” Dunkle examines the most prevalent reasons for outsourcing cataloging in
detail. The first, which always elicits emotional reactions, is that cataloging “performs a process
which is not critical to the organization’s mission”–or that it is not a “core” department. The
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second is that administrators lack the knowledge and understanding of this department’s
function, and as a result may feel they cannot communicate effectively with the workforce. And,
finally, the department may indeed be inefficient, wasting money and resources and lacking the
power or will to adapt to the changing environment of its own free will.
The most comprehensive treatment of outsourcing cataloging in libraries is without
question the Hirshon and Winters work Outsourcing Library Technical Services, published in
1996. It was specifically designed as a step-by-step guide to walk librarians through the steps of
reengineering, outsourcing, and the procurement process. In its preface, the authors stress that
…outsourcing is not an objective, but a tool. Simply put, a library should not set
out to outsource. Rather, the library should look for ways to improve its internal
processes and to become as efficient and as effective as possible. Before a library
engages the services of an outside vendor, it is essential to first undergo process
reengineering to ensure that outsourcing is indeed the best course of action.
(Hirshon and Winters 1996, 26)
Perhaps the best and most recent introductory article related to outsourcing technical
services is by Barry Baker in 1998. He gives a brief overview and history of reengineering and
outsourcing. The most frequent rationale for outsourcing, according to Baker, is its “potential to
reduce costs, increase customer satisfaction, and provide effective and efficient improvements.”
He points out that “the success of the outsourcing project depends on how well the library plans
and does its homework before entering into an agreement with a provider. A good contract and a
good relationship with the vendor will help the library monitor performance, quality, and
maintain control of the operation.” (Baker 1998, 38).
Other good general treatments of outsourcing technical services is Joyce Ogburn’s 1994
article, which gives an excellent overview, and Gary Shirk, who provides the vendor’s
perspective, encouraging both vendors and librarians alike to proceed with outsourcing, but with
caution (Shirk 1994).
Discussion of outsourcing of cataloging took place not only in the published professional
literature, but also provided a major topic of discussion in the online discussion lists. An
excellent example on the AUTOCAT discussion list was a posting by Lowell Ashley, listing
thirty-six points to be considered before making a decision to outsource (Ashley 1994).
Opinion pieces. Opinions abound on the pros and cons of outsourcing cataloging functions.
Many writers, concerned with the ramifications of outsourcing, successfully raised some
thought-provoking considerations that should be addressed by administrators who are
contemplating outsourcing as the solution for their libraries.
Holt tells us that, like automation, “outsourcing does not solve cataloging problems.
Instead, it creates a different set of cataloging problems, many of which are quality-control issues
that can only be handled by a manager” (Holt 1995, 34).
Holt also challenges libraries to thoroughly evaluate the costs of in-house cataloging to be able to
make responsible decisions. Within that context, one must also examine the level and expenses
related to customization of cataloging records and determine whether a library can really afford
to continue that process.
Harmon equates providing quality library service to applying the highest possible
standards to bibliographic records that are contributed to the national databases, and thus
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providing thorough access to resources. In his concluding statement he reminds us all that “ it is
well to keep in mind that we collect and catalog for the future as well as for the present”
(Harmon 1996, 307).
In 1993 Sheila Intner highlighted the pitfalls of removing cataloging activities from
libraries altogether and simultaneously challenging catalogers to share their expertise, as it
relates to the topic of outsourcing, and for administrators to ask and listen to their advice. Since
that time, she continues to preach caution, reminds us of the critical role that cataloging plays in
the delivery of quality library service, and takes the stand that we still need cataloging expertise
to organize information and informational materials for access (Intner 1994, Intner 1996, Intner
1997).
Perhaps most eloquently and visibly, Michael Gorman makes a strong case for preserving
cataloging within libraries as a core function, allowing libraries to carry out their mission of
selecting, acquiring, providing access to, and preserving records (Gorman 1995).
Most of those who have come out in support of outsourcing cataloging functions are
quick to remind us that the decision and process is not “flawless.” From a school library
perspective, Eisenberg and Repman put it simply:
…we have a finite amount of energy and resources. Of course we should fight
for those things that are truly central to our mission and to our professional
identity. But we must consider when the reality of change suggests that we spend
our energy and resources on battles that we can and should win (Eisenberg and
Repman 1997, 36).
Fast explains why he believes that libraries can’t respond adequately to the demands of
increased productivity in technical services departments and how vendors can and do save
money for libraries. Basically, it’s the “culture” of the library verses that of business–the library
is devoted to providing quality customer service while business’s goal is to do whatever it takes
to make a profit. The challenge of libraries, as he sees it, is to control costs without loosing its
mission. Libraries must also continue to work with vendors in outlining our needs and the
services we want them to provide (Fast 1995).
Waite has been one of the most out-spoken advocates of outsourcing cataloging. Waite
argues that the decision to reengineer technical services departments is a reaction to stagnant
administration of those aspects of library administration. It is also a reaction to the changing
information needs of library users, and “to rigid professional standards that no longer meet the
needs of our patrons” (Waite 1995, 36). Rather than downsizing and doing away with the
cataloging department, her goal is to use the cataloging staff to organize bibliographic files more
effectively, develop web pages and resource guides, and to restructure the files of uniform titles
to local settings.
Varner provides a thought-provoking article on outsourcing from the perspective of
managing technical services in libraries. It is her premise that outsourcing presents “an
opportunity for leadership…and that the possibilities for structural change will greatly affect
technical services personnel (Varner 1995, 445).” Careful analysis is needed to identify the most
productive process to use in changing the subculture and that only then can “a new shared vision
and mental model” be possible. She contends that staff development is the key to the entire
process towards success.
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Rider also focuses on the cataloging staff and the new roles that they must assume in the
outsourcing process. She reaffirms the importance of paraprofessionals in the cataloging process
and encourages libraries to assist them in redefining their roles on the basis of “education,
knowledge, and skill levels required to perform certain tasks,” not on the actual performance of
those tasks (Rider 1996, 29-30).
Janis Johnston and Richard Block both view outsourcing as just another “tool” to use.
Both see it as a project-oriented, strategically implemented process, rather than a vehicle for
reengineering or downsizing an entire department. Johnston sees outsourcing as attractive
because it is an effective way to deal collectively with a range of issues, among them the laborintensive–and thus expensive–character of cataloging and processing activities; the continuing
increase is personnel costs; and the enormous increase in the number and variety of services
libraries are now expected to provide (Johnston 1996).
Block provides a good overview as to what libraries should understand about outsourcing
and general considerations to focus on prior to the decision-making process. Among those he
lists are: knowing what the goals of outsourcing are; understanding what the future might hold in
the way of new formats, technologies, etc. that will impact cataloging staff; the implications of
loosing local control over bibliographic records; lingering cataloging projects; realistic in-house
costs of cataloging; implications of outsourcing on the entire technical services workflow; user
impact; and staffing and staff skills assessment (Block 1994).
Walker points out that “the areas of concern with outsourcing can be grouped into two
general categories: the “can” and the “should”… One should not talk about outsourcing without
also addressing issues like cataloging quality, database integrity, costs, and professional
declination (Walker 1996, 16).” With that he also suggests that a good starting point into
outsourcing for libraries might be to tack on “value-added services” to already existing contracts
and/or price agreements.
Bordeianu and Benaud present the real issues of outsourcing cataloging functions in a
concise and straightforward manner. They point out that “two reactions are guaranteed when the
topic comes up; librarians always have an opinion about it, and everybody has an outsourcing
story to tell” (Bordeianu and Benaud 1997, 1). They provide us with the perspective that
outsourcing has evolved “from an impersonal relationship between two companies, to a closer
collaboration leading toward a fuller partnership between supplier and buyer.” They also
surmise that determining what constitutes a core library service is at the very heart of the
profession’s controversy on the topic. Briefly, they outline why libraries outsource, what kinds of
tasks can be, the pros and cons to outsourcing, and outlines trends in various types of libraries
today. They conclude by stating that there is no foolproof method of evaluating the
success/failure of outsourcing as it is
...neither good nor bad. It is only a tool that libraries can use to improve their
operations. The library’s specific circumstances, and the manner in which
outsourcing is implemented are the main factors that will determine success or
failure. (Bordeianu and Benaud 1997, 20)
The most recent overview of the decision-making process related to outsourcing
cataloging Janet Swan Hill’s. After walking the reader through a very concise history of what has
been outsourced in the past, she turns to such tasks as original cataloging, database maintenance,
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and administrative functions–setting priorities, workflow, and general oversight into the day-today operations (Hill 1998).
Outsourcing Projects. Numerous articles outlining “project” outsourcing in libraries appear
regularly in the literature. These include reports on outsourcing of cataloging for a specific type
and or collection of materials – AV (Farkas 1997), foreign language (Chervinko 1995, ElSherbini 1995), government document collections (Stomberg 1996), and pre-order titles (Duke
1997).
Case studies on the use of PromptCat and TechPro from OCLC abound as well–most
recently, Duke (1997), Leiding (1996), Rider (1996), and Somers (1997). The general consensus
appears to be that this service may not be right for everyone, implementing it requires a period of
adjustment and problem solving, but where it is being utilized the libraries are generally pleased
with it.
Tsui and Hinders (1999) describe the authority control work underway at the University
of Dayton Libraries, Dayton, Ohio. This collaborative effort involves the library, its automated
online system, and an authority service vendor to provide on-going authority control in an
efficient and cost-effective manner. While recognizing that their vendor services are not
flawless, they cite the end result of their efforts as accurate, standardized headings, which
ultimately enhance the effectiveness of online searching and retrieval by the library’s online
users.
Wilson and Colver cite four successful examples of outsourcing authority work–Emory
University Libraries; Houston Public Library, William Henry Smith Memorial Library; Project
Muse for the John Hopkins University Press; and the University of California, Santa Barbara
Library (Wilson and Colver 1997). They also provide us with several cases of successfully
outsourcing the physical processing of materials. Libraries included are: Albuquerque/Bernalillo
County Public Library; Chubb Law & Business Library, Warren, New Jersey; Florida Atlantic
University Libraries in Boca Raton; Fort Worth Public Library; Houston Public Library;
University of Alberta Library; University of Arizona Library; University of Manitoba Libraries;
and the William Henry Smith Memorial Library.
As noted earlier, Wilson provides an historical overview of physical processing in
libraries as well as documenting Stanford’s successful “pilot project” of the mid-90s. Wilson
concluded outsourcing of copy cataloging and physical processing was feasible, it did not have a
detrimental effect on the quality of cataloging and processing received by the library, and it did
save money. Secondarily, it enabled cost reductions in staffing – through attrition as well as
reassignment into public service areas (Wilson 1995).
Easton briefly describes two academic models as she summarizes the ALA Annual
Conference in 1996. The University of Akron began receiving all of their approval plan
materials fully processed. The two primary motivations for this action were improved
productivity for staff and the increased number of 9xx fields made available by the vendor in the
MARC record. The need for on-going communication between the vendor and library staff
received special emphasis. In edition, a cautionary note not to get “hung up on the dollar cost,
but instead to consider the amount of staff time that will be freed by shifting this work,” as well
the importance of paying attention to personnel issues and morale (Easton 1997, 64).
Easton also reports on Louisiana State University’s shift of some processing
responsibilities to a vendor “as part of a larger reorganization of technical services” (65). They
reworked processing based on “the assumption that outsourcing was a positive opportunity, that
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teamwork among technical services units was important, and that cross-training of staff was
essential in adjusting to the demands placed on technical services (65).” The acquisitions staff
now performs copy cataloging on approximately 90% of their new materials. Very little
authority work was done and what was done was treated as a “post-cataloging process of record
improvement (65).” Somers (1997) goes into greater depth in describing LSU’s experience with
the use of PromptCat and shelf-ready materials.
The fact that cost-efficient, vendor-supplied cataloging and shelf-ready services currently
exist for libraries is the focus of the article by Giambi (1998). In addition to allowing libraries to
relieve cataloging departments from handling newly received items altogether; outsourcing also
gives libraries the opportunity to review local practices, eliminating some outdated and,
essentially, unnecessary procedures.
The vendor’s perspective is represented in several articles. Bush, Sasse and Smith
provide the results of a survey relating to the capabilities of vendors for cataloging and other
technical services functions (1994) and Shirk provided us with a general rationale approach to
outsourcing of technical services (1994). Gordon and Moore (1997) outline the steps involved in
establishing a division of Information Systems Management (ISM) in Winnipeg, Canada to
provide technical services to libraries. In their view, cooperation between vendor and library
staff in implementing a project is critical to the success of outsourcing.
With the implementation of such projects comes inevitably an intermeshing of the
internal procedures of each operation. With cooperation on both sides, it is
possible to develop procedures that enhance the efficiency of each party’s
workplace. (Gordon and Moore 1997, 71)
If the “partnership” between libraries and vendors is truly to be seen as critical in the ongoing process, then we will need to hear more from the vendor’s perspective, regularly. Such
dialogue is crucial in order to keep librarians current on trends and issues – from the vendor’s
perspective - and remind us constantly that only we, as professionals, can affect the changes
necessary to enhance and improve existing services.
Conclusions. Anyone reading the literature today would most likely come to the same
conclusion regarding outsourcing cataloging as Wilson reached in 1995. There is not an
overwhelming trend of libraries to embark on the total outsourcing of its technical services
division. There are, however, numerous examples demonstrating a variety of approaches to
outsourcing that are achieving very satisfactory results. The concerns raised by the opponents of
outsourcing have been answered by its proponents. From the literature, it appears that
outsourcing of cataloging functions is here to stay, and that in selected situations it is an effective
tool for managing technical services operation in libraries.
Outsourcing Collection Development Functions
Outsourcing in collection development occurs less frequently than in other library
functions, but libraries have increasingly responded to financial and staff constraints by handing
over responsibility for selection to private companies. The provision of collection development
services by outside vendors can be seen as a further development in a growing trend that started
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with centralized selection, the preparation of opening day collections by vendors, and
subscriptions to provide first copies of bestsellers (Oder 1997). Although the privatization of
selection has evolved gradually, the library world remains in controversy over both the efficiency
and the ethics of such an activity.
The decision to contract out always involves complex issues, but perhaps no other
outsourced activity inspires as much contention as collection development because many
librarians identify it as one of their core professional roles (Schneider 1998, Eberhardt 1997,
Oder 1997). Attitudes about outsourcing, whether positive or negative, often depend on
perceptions rather than hard data. Library management often decides to outsource based on “the
appearance of fiscal economies”, rather than measurable standards of cost effectiveness (White
2000, 66).
Crisis situations requiring immediate action often prevent in-depth assessment of the
advantages of outsourcing over in-house labor. The Ft. Worth Public Library experienced just
such a situation in the early 1990s when it was faced with budget cuts and a moratorium on staff
hiring (Dixon and Bordonaro 1997). Initially, Ft. Worth chose to outsource several library
functions, including the selection of adult bestsellers and children’s books. Upon discovering that
the volume of bestsellers purchased did not make contracting out efficient or fiscally desirable,
the FPL returned responsibility for this task to on site staff. Children’s selection remains an
outsourced activity, although there exists little to no data in this particular situation with which to
compare the merits of vendor collection development to in-house work.
The outsourcing of collection development attracts controversy in library circles, both in
Fort Worth and elsewhere throughout the United States. Perhaps no single outsourcing situation
has generated such rancor as the Hawaii State Library’s outsourcing of all selection functions to
Baker and Taylor in 1997. Facing major budget cuts, then-state librarian Bart Kane conceived of
the plan to contract out collection development in all of Hawaii’s public libraries in order to
avoid firing employees and to divert all existing staff into public service positions (Eberhardt
1997b). Kane envisioned the outsourcing program as both a solution to the state library system’s
immediate budget difficulties and a model for the future of libraries (Oder 1997). However,
problems with Baker and Taylor’s performance arose almost immediately, adding fuel to a fire
of discontent among Hawaii’s public librarians (Olson 1996). Library staff complained about
Baker and Taylor’s flat rate on all books and about their purchases of duplicates and materials
that were unsuitable for Hawaiian collections. For example, Baker and Taylor provided books on
sheep herding–a common activity in New Zealand, but not in Hawaii (Oder and DiMattia1996).
Eventually, due to public outcry and Baker and Taylor’s inability to meet the agreed upon terms,
Hawaii dissolved the contract and the legislature passed a bill prohibiting any further outsourcing
program that did not provide for local librarians’ input into book selection (Intner 1997a). The
disaster in Hawaii spurred debate about the nature of public library collections: did they possess
similar characteristics that could be sustained and developed by off-site vendors or did they have
unique qualities that could only be addressed by the guiding hand of local librarians?
The controversy over outsourcing selection remains a pervasive theme among library
scholars and professionals. Critics of collection development outsourcing make the argument that
librarian’s involvement in the selection process is an important part of maintaining the
familiarity with the collection necessary to perform reader’s advisory (Eberhardt 1997a). Also,
those opposed to contracting out selection claim that surrendering a skill that requires both
formal and on-the-job training to outside vendors will devalue the profession and forge a path
that will lead to even lower salaries and benefits. Yet, proponents of outsourcing say that patrons
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do not “know or care how books get on the shelf” (Oder 1997a, 28) and point to outsourcing as a
means of economizing in “a political climate where taxpayers refuse to pay more for government
services” (Olson 1996, 11).
The only solutions to the questions and concerns that surround collection development
outsourcing lie in further research (Olson 1996). Yet, an extensive evaluation of the literature,
employing several databases including Library Lit, ERIC, and Academic Abstracts, reveals only
opinion pieces and narratives about the experiences of individual libraries. Unfortunately, as long
as there is a lack of reliable research, contention over the merits of collection development
outsourcing will continue to reign.
Outsourcing Management Functions
The literature of outsourcing management functions focuses on how best to utilize
outsourcing as a strategy, rather than debating the merits of outsourcing. The library literature
appears to reflect outsourcing as a common practice. How can outsourcing provide better service
to patrons?
As Ronald Baker points out, complete outsourcing of library management is not the
norm. Baker traces the events leading to the decision to completely outsource public library
service in Riverside County, California, to a private company. Financial woes led to serious
deterioration of library services to Riverside County residents. In March 1997, Riverside County
issued requests for proposals for library service providers. LSSI was granted the contract and
has managed the library system since. Baker describes the situation as a model for the future that
resembles nothing so much as pre-World War II library operation (Baker 1998). He does not
believe great numbers of public libraries will enter into total management contracts like
Riverside County, California.
The question for library directors and managers centers on why and how outsourcing is
utilized. As in the business world, outsourcing started as a cost-cutting measure, then emerged
as a management strategy for transforming the organization in order to meet future challenges.
Outsourcing to gain partnerships, create alliances, and use existing resources to full advantage
reflect the positive aspects. However, alliances must be entered cautiously and selectively to
assure their appropriateness (Marcum 1998).
“Exploring Outsourcing: Case Studies of Corporate Libraries” is intended to provide
information to assist corporate managers to decide if outsourcing will help achieve a more
efficient organization. Seven companies representing vastly different business interests were
extensively interviewed concerning outsourcing their corporate library functions. Two firms had
already outsourced library services, others outsourced selectively. A key finding of the survey
was managers cited four main reasons for outsourcing library service. Cost reduction,
centralizing services, control of access to information, and a renewed emphasis on business
information. Also, no company interviewed had any means of evaluating the benefits of the
outsourcing currently being done (Exploring Outsourcing 1997).
Managers do not want to lose control over the organization. Library managers must
consider the implications of losing local control. Once a vendor starts providing a traditionally
in-house service, it is difficult to change vendors. Also, once the service is no longer provided
on-site, historical continuity may be lost and the ability to provide the service no longer exists.
Simply stated, the organization has lost the ability to provide the service in a locally unique
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fashion. The patron loses the personalized approach to local service. The library staff loses the
opportunity to practice an important job skill (Crismond 1994). To maintain control, and keep
service standards high, library managers must develop methods of dealing with outsourcing.
Three distinct phases are present in an outsourcing project, planning, implementation, and
managing. The planning phase takes the most time. The library examines costs and workflow,
going through painstaking data gathering. Once the decision has been made to outsource, the
bidding process begins and a vendor or service provider is selected. Then the implementation
phase begins, leading to the third phase, the management process (Bordeiannu and Benaud
1997).
During the planning phase, basic questions should be addressed. What will be the
significance to the library as an organization? Will outsourcing provide better patron service?
Will this service be at a lower cost? Will outsourcing allow a renewed focus on core
competencies or will core competencies be actually outsourced? What control will be gained or
lost? Will outsourcing best serve the patron’s needs? Any decision to turn over library functions
to a vendor requires extensive questioning and analysis (Bush, Sasse and Smith 1994).
A good partnership with the service provider is extremely important in the
implementation phase. Libraries have a long tradition of contracting with vendors and jobbers in
technical service and selection areas. Understanding the service provider’s capabilities is
paramount to a successful outsourcing project. Greater opportunities exist for managers now to
explore outsourcing acquisitions, cataloging, and collection development. Libraries need to
become full partners in the development of contract services. To do this library managers must
understand the risks, costs, and capabilities of contracting with outside service providers (Bush,
Sasse and Smith 1994).
Herbert S. White concurs in his article, “Why Outsourcing Happens and What to do
About it.” There are valid reasons to outsource library operations. Cost effectiveness is often
achieved by hiring a firm that already has the skills, equipment, and staff to do the job. They can
perform the job better and at a lower cost, without effecting quality. Often, a backlog of work
can be eliminated through outsourcing. This is especially true of technical service functions.
Then personnel previously assigned to this area can be reassigned to public service functions.
However, White warns, the cost savings are not worth much if libraries lose quality of service.
“No contractor could possibly match the quality of understanding, caring, interest and proactivity you contribute to the organization.” (White 2000)
What services lend themselves to outsourcing? Much of the controversy stems from
outsourcing library core competencies. How do librarians define core competencies?
Cataloging, acquisitions, and collection development functions are the agreed upon core
competencies cited in the literature.
Michael Gorman strongly opposes outsourcing cataloging functions. He maintains
cataloging and a library’s bibliographic records form the institution’s core. Bibliographic
records prepared outside the organization constitute a misuse of the public trust and an eroding
of librarianship as a profession (Gorman 1995). Clara Dunkle takes a softer approach, stressing
that outsourcing cataloging may be a more efficient and economic way of addressing that
function. She also suggests cataloging vendors may be able to achieve greater accuracy and
consistency in cataloging than in-house staff. However, Dunkle discourages total cataloging
outsourcing. There are still some items and areas better cataloged at the local level and by
outsourcing the main cataloging functions, local catalogers are better able to concentrate on the
unique local items (Dunkle 1996).
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Michael Eisenberg agrees that an understanding of cataloging principles and processes is
important, but in the real world most librarians do not put these principles into practice. They do
not have time or the inclination to create original cataloging. Eisenberg also asks if this
cataloging model could also apply to the selection process. He suggests an outsourced baseline
collection while using available discretionary funds for local purchases (Eisenberg and Repman
1997).
Outsourcing as an effective management tool is greatly misunderstood according to
Richard Abel, outsourcing pioneer consultant. Library management’s slowness to accept the
concept is misguided. Libraries must position themselves strategically to maintain a long-term
level of functionality. “Core -collection” building is one of the collection development easiest
outsourced. After basic core collection, outsourcing collection development is only prudent
when the selection criteria can be well defined. Abel warns against giving total control to
vendors because the selection function is to closely related to the singular requirements of a
particular library (Abel 1998).
Outsourcing has become a common management tool in both the private and public
sector. As long as budgets and staffs shrink, managers are forced to creatively seek ways to
stretch resources. Outsourcing emerged as one of those ways.
Conclusions
It is impossible to make a general assessment of what the current “trend” is in
outsourcing in libraries given that so little public information on the topic. There is no way to
determine reliably, on a regular basis, the extent of outsourcing undertaken in libraries today, nor
to assess reliably the success of outsourcing endeavors. It would be useful to have a
comprehensive, periodic survey of outsourcing in all types of libraries. There is also a need for a
regular publication that would summarize and analyze outsourcing trends; highlight vendors and
their services; provide examples of successes as well as failures; review contractual issues; and,
most of all, provides guidance on outsourcing for librarians in all types of libraries.
Recommendations
1. The American Library Association should encourage the inclusion of data documenting the
extent of outsourcing in libraries in the regular annual data collection activities of such
agencies as the National Center for Education Statistics.
2. The American Library Association should foster regular treatment of outsourcing trends,
vendors and services, and other issues related to outsourcing, in the journals published by the
divisions and units of ALA.
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III. OUTSOURCING OF CATALOGING
Describing the collection of a library and making it accessible to patrons is an old and
honored core competency of the library profession. This process is cataloging, and it has
weathered the change from manual hand written cataloging filed in wooden card cabinets to
electronically transmitted machine readable cataloging transmitted via the Internet and accessed
through an integrated library management system. Throughout the developments in cataloging,
codes have been developed to aid the professional cataloger, and the MARC format has been
established as the primary vehicle for sharing cataloging data. Subject analysis and description
of materials are accomplished through standards agreed upon with regional variations throughout
the world.
Cataloging has gone from a backroom operation with shelves of backlog to streamlined
operations with tremendous productivity aided by computerization and communications with
extremely large databases of shared records. With the rapid advances in library technology and
the competition for funding, libraries have adapted operations to remain competitive in their
environment. Spine labels and catalog cards have been purchased for decades to aid in making
materials available for use.
Cataloging is considered a core library service along with materials selection, reference
and library management (American Library Association 1999a). Cataloging has seen changes in
the library personnel performing this core service through the years. The professional cataloger
has gone from being the sole source of cataloging, to using services like the Library of Congress
cards, to the services of the OCLC Union Catalog database. In addition, as libraries struggled for
scarce funding available to them, the professional cataloger enlisted and trained highly skilled
assistants. This resulted in increased productivity and reduced personnel costs for professional
catalogers.
With the advent of the shared databases of OCLC, RLG, RLIN and other sources, the rise
of copy cataloging overtook the original cataloging performed by the professional cataloger. As
more and more external sources for cataloging became readily available, the library began to
look for means to reduce costs, reallocate personnel, and improve productivity.
Outsourcing of the core service of cataloging began based on sound management study
and decisions. Outsourcing is the contracting to external companies or organizations, the
functions of cataloging that would otherwise be performed by library employees. Outsourcing is
a management tool that allows the opportunity to direct or redirect staff to other core functions of
the library while through monitoring and analysis maintaining the quality of the cataloging being
provided by the external vendor. Libraries practice sound management in choosing the external
cataloging organization through negotiation of an agreement including a detailed schedule of
practices that are followed to make the cataloging received acceptable.
The recent activities in this area are simply an out growth of many functions that were
contracted out piecemeal in the past. With the decision by Wright State University to outsource
its entire cataloging function in 1993, this process has received much attention.
Many libraries of all types have outsourced cataloging in one form or another. For
example, most libraries outsourced retrospective conversion of records when developing an
online library information system. Many companies exist today to provide individually specified
cataloging as well as processing of materials ready for shelving. The outsourcing of cataloging
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is a common occurrence. Outsourcing is used as a means to reduce backlogs, increase
productivity, and allow for shifts in staff. Outsourcing is also used to gain expertise in foreign
languages that is not available from the local staff.
Publishers, book jobbers and companies offering outsourcing of cataloging functions
have come on the scene recently. The outsourcing of cataloging has been described and
surveyed in the literature. (Bush, Sasse and Smith 1994; Libby and Caudle1997) The future of
outsourcing appears to be growing in all types of libraries.
The Urban Libraries Council surveyed 127 member libraries in 1998. Seventy-two
libraries responded, for a response rate of 56.7%. The libraries reported that half anticipated
outsourcing more functions in the future and 47% would anticipate the same amount of
outsourcing. No library anticipated decreasing the functions outsourced. Cataloging was
reported outsourced by 61% of the respondent libraries. No respondent library reported that
more over half of the cataloging was outsourced. In comparison, binding was outsourced by 82%
of the respondents and 97% of the binding was outsourced. Commercial vendors were the
source of outsourced cataloging 71% among those reporting outsourcing. Other sources were
government agencies (15%), library consortia (5%), other non-profit agencies (5%) and other
libraries (3%)
The respondent libraries reported outsourcing is an established practice with all but two
of the functions queried having been outsourced an average of five years or more. Outsourcing
of Internet service provision, and web page design and maintenance are recent technological
innovations and not highly outsourced among libraries responding to this survey. Over half of
the outsourced functions have been outsourced ten or more years.
Among the Urban Library Council libraries responding, outsourcing was not significantly
driven by government mandates. Those who outsource mandated only three functions:
cataloging, payroll and other personnel functions. Outsourcing of cataloging was mandated for
31% of those outsourcing this function. The most important reasons for outsourcing were better
use of staff, followed by increased efficiency and better customer service considered at least
moderately important. Cost savings were sited as a slightly to moderately important reason.
(Urban Libraries Council, 1999)
In 1997 a survey on outsourcing was sent to 109 members of the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) and to 110 medium-sized non-ARL academic libraries. Sixty-nine ARL and
seventy non-ARL libraries returned surveys, for a response rate of around 63%. Eighty-eight
(63%) libraries report outsourcing cataloging functions, with more ARL libraries doing so
(Forty-nine, or 71% of ARL libraries, versus thirty-nine, or 56% of non-ARL libraries). Main
vendors listed were Marcive (44%), TECHPRO (25%), and PromptCat (18%). Forty-five per
cent of the libraryies reported acquiring U.S. federal document records, followed by unique
collections, unique languages and LC records. Twenty-seven per cent were also buying valueadded services like labeling (17%) table of contents (12%) security taping (15%). Twenty nine
per cent indicated they had no plans to outsource in this area - 40% for non-ARL libraries–while
28% indicated that they did have outsourcing plans. Sixty per cent indicated they did or had
outsourced retrospective conversion (Bénaud and Bordeianu 1998).
OCLC has been a major participant in outsourcing throughout its history. In data from
the OCLC TechPro Service, PromptCat and Retrospective Conversions, hundreds of libraries
have outsourced portions of the cataloging activities.
Retrospective conversion projects have been outsourced by 937 libraries through the
services of OCLC. OCLC has performed this service for 391 academic libraries, 85 public, 65
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corporate and 164 international libraries among the 937 participating libraries. No total of titles
converted was given during a phone conversation. Statistics presented by the OCLC TechPro
Service, revised December 1999, report that 461 libraries have used this service. Academic
libraries total 213, corporate and special libraries 73, federal libraries 62, public libraries 43,
medical and pharmaceutical 37, art and museum libraries 18, and state libraries 15 (Johnson
2000).
The number of titles processed was 1,293,141 through December 1999, of which 776,237
were for academic libraries. The greatest portion of the cataloging provided is copy cataloging
976,234 titles (75%), original cataloging 262,511 titles (20%) and other cataloging 54, 396 titles
(4%).
The largest TechPro project is for Wright State University with 78,406 titles reported in
an ongoing project. TechPro reports that all formats, General and Medical using LC, NLM and
MeSH in the specifications listed. Most of the projects are less than 15,000 titles with only 9
academic, 2 corporate, 2 Federal (with one being a consortium of Army libraries) and one public
library from Sweden reported with more titles. The average size of the projects would be 3,022
titles with a range of 0 to 78,406. (Technical Processing Projects, 1999)
The OCLC PromptCat Service reports use by 123 libraries and 15 participating vendors.
PromptCat delivers and average of 31,989 records each month with 383,686 delivered in FY
1998/99. Label files are created for 53 libraries with 153,336 labels delivered in FY1998/1999
(Buser 2000).
Similar statistics have not been gathered from other vendors, although the survey of
academic libraries indicates that many vendors are being used for outsourcing all or parts of
cataloging. Vendors for outsourcing of cataloging request specific individual library
specifications for the cataloging and processing they perform. Vendors are doing functions that
could be performed by the staff of the cataloging and processing units of a library. Wright State
and other libraries have prepared detailed instructions for the services of the vendor. This is
truly outsourcing of cataloging services, not privatization.
Privatization involves the shifting of policy making and the management of the library
services or the responsibility of core library services entirely from the library to another agent.
With the library providing individual specifications for its acceptable cataloging, the policy
making remains within the library. Even in outsourced or privatized library operations as
Riverside County or NASA, there are standards, specifications and operational requirements for
cataloging.
There are undeniably drawbacks to outsourcing cataloging, negative consequences for
both the profession and the individual library. There are also advantages to using outsourcing as
a management tool. Whether or not to outsource is a decision that can be seen either positively
or negatively, depending on the perspective of the beholder. The professional cataloger may see
outsourcing as denigrating his/her importance to the organization. The library manager may see
outsourcing as a means to control costs of cataloging and to shift the responsibilities of
professional librarians. Selectively outsourcing of cataloging can unquestionably provide
expertise not otherwise resident in a cataloging unit. Outsourcing foreign language and other
specialized cataloging are cases in point.
Copy cataloging is an area were the benefits of outsourcing are especially apparent. Easy
access to bibliographic data coupled with the growing expertise of cataloging service vendors
has reduced much copy cataloging to the level of rote work. Wright State University and Florida
Gulf Coast University are examples of a trend in academic libraries to outsource such cataloging,
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and there appears to be a surge to use such services to provide shelf ready materials in libraries
of all types (Bénaud and Bordeianu 1998).
Total outsourcing of cataloging means that some other agency outside the library will
provide all the bibliographic data needed to describe all additions to the collection. Few libraries
outsource cataloging to this extent because most libraries recognize that there is a continuing
need for some level of local cataloging. The cataloging staff may be much reduced, however,
and those remaining may have very different duties and responsibilities. In addition to
addressing the residual local cataloging needs, remaining cataloging staff will probably focus on
managing the flow of outsourced cataloging and ensuring quality control.
There are many criticisms of outsourcing of the “core service of cataloging”. Although
outsourcing in one form or another stems from the LC catalog card service introduced in 1901
and the advent of OCLC in 1967, many objections can be made to outsourcing. The cataloger
sees outsourcing as a threat to his/her value to the organization. The analytical skills of the
cataloger are seen as no longer valued and given to the vendor, a faceless entity. The benefits of
individualized cataloging for a library are removed to some degree by the use of a record seen as
acceptable to many, but not tailored to the individual library. Cataloger’s duties change from the
creation of a bibliographic record to alteration of the record to aid in the use of the record by
individual library patrons. Much more care and feeding of an automated library information
system and its tables of parameters are required instead of cataloging the individual item.
In a library where outsourcing of cataloging is the norm, the cataloger becomes more of a
technician dealing with a system. The focus shifts to helping the patron find material rather than
to creating an intellectual record for an item in the collection. The application of cataloging
skills in this manner is, from management’s point of view, very valuable to the mission of the
library. Bu it is different from the traditional idea of the cataloger uninvolved with the patron
except in unusual circumstances.
There is a clear need for more research on outsourcing of cataloging. The impact of the
shift of the cataloging function outside the library organization, the difficulty in maintaining
quality control, and possibility of shifts in materials selection due to lack of locally available
cataloging expertise are all areas that should be studied. Change in the place of cataloging in the
Library and Information Science curriculum is another potentially fruitful area of study. Any
change in the bibliographic network, the result of the shared expertise of many catalogers, from
the rare book cataloger to the copy cataloger, should be studied for any effects in the outsourcing
of cataloging.
The reasons for outsourcing cataloging have been discussed extensively (Bénaud and
Bordeianu 1998). Since Wright State University became the first academic library to outsource
its cataloging, more and more attention has been paid to this area. This growth in outsourcing
can be attributed to budgetary shortages, technological advances, and maybe the lack of visibility
of the cataloger in a library.
Most libraries do not get continuous substantial fund increases to deal with inflation and
to provide additional services demanded by the patron. Managers have looked at the high
cataloging costs associated with books and serials making cataloging operations a quick target
for budget cuts. Technology and the invisibility of the cataloging operation to the library’s
public have also contributed to making cataloging a target for cuts.
The need for additional reference service and instruction in online searching and the rise
of the Internet have brought pressure for additional staff in these areas. Managers have begun
redirect their technical services staff, primarily catalogers, to the public services areas as they
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outsource cataloging functions. The increase in vendors of cataloging services and the
technology to deliver the bibliographic data via telecommunications have provided less costly
alternatives to the maintenance of the cataloging unit.
Managers have outsourced cataloging to bring greater efficiency by using a vendor’s
catalogers, whose primary duties are to catalog rather that participation in the other meetings and
other non-productive activities associated with in-house staff (research and other academic or
managerial activities). Higher productivity is realized in many cases, as the vendor often
integrates the activities of the jobber with that of cataloging and processing.
Outsourcing saves on staff dollars and ties the cost of cataloging to a per item cost.
Overhead costs are eliminated by the library and replaced with predictable costs depending on
the units of materials acquired. The staff dollars associated with cataloging are shifted to areas
where needed. The vendor operates on economies of scale, providing cataloging for mainstream
publication many times based on one effort to produce the records. In the instances where
original cataloging is required, the vendor charges a premium for this service, but the library still
reaps savings in staff dollars. Value added services as tables of contents and other record
enhancements again come under the economies of scale and are available to many library
customers on the basis of one action.
The shifting of professional librarians from cataloging duties to tasks that involve direct
interaction with patrons provides libraries the means to move limited resources to other areas.
Staff are often retained within the library, but moved to different duties.
Each reason library management use for outsourcing the cataloging operation has
drawbacks. Greater efficiency, as evidenced by reduced backlogs, means greater availability of
materials, but does not automatically mean higher quality of bibliographic records. The ability to
maintain quality assurance of records is not automatic with outsourcing of cataloging. Attention
to this area must be retained or re-allocated as a part of the outsourcing process.
The shift of catalogers to public service duty does not mean that each staff member
reassigned will provide excellent service immediately. The skills that are need in public service
become skill-building opportunities for the cataloging staff and have associated costs.
The impact on the library operations can be more than just closing or reducing the size of
the cataloging unit. Cataloging staff is shifted to the point that a skeleton cataloging unit is left
responsible of very different task that performed by a fully staffed unit. Emphasis changes from
cataloging to managing the outsourcing operation and bibliographic record management. The
remaining staff manages the cataloging contract, oversee the downloading of records, manage
the authority control procedures, and concentrate on record maintenance of volume and copy
numbers. Deletion of records as materials are lost or withdrawn and location changes are done.
The remaining staff is responsible for rush items, and handling local information that needs to
appear as gift recognition.
Outsourcing of cataloging must provide for successful operations at the local level. If the
basic capabilities described above are not retained, there will be a detrimental effect due to the
outsourcing of cataloging. This is an opportunity for study, and the responsibility of
management of the library. A pre and post outsourcing research project could be devised to
study the effect on the local catalog and access to materials.
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Conclusions

Outsourcing of cataloging is commonplace among all types of libraries, but it is a practice that is
apparently more prevalent in academic libraries than in other types. Library managers have
chosen to outsource cataloging for a variety of reasons. Few libraries have outsourced all of
their cataloging functions, but most have at least made arrangements to acquire cataloging copy
from vendors like OCLC. Outsourcing appears to be a workable solution to some management
issues, and a reasonable response to a variety of local conditions.
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IV. OUTSOURCING OF MATERIALS SELECTION
Selection of Library materials is certainly viewed by most librarians as one of the
fundamental tasks of the professional librarian. Although specific instances of contracting out
this core function have been infrequently reported in the literature, in many libraries much of the
selection function is in fact contracted out by means of vendor approval plans. This approach to
building library collections is commonplace in academic libraries, and is not uncommon in many
public libraries. Approval plans are generally established with care by expert selectors,
monitored carefully during their operation, and reviewed and revised regularly by the contracting
library’s collection development staff.
Aside from approval plans, there is very little outsourcing of selection reported in the
library literature. The most visible and controversial case in recent years was undoubtedly the
Hawaii Public Library System’s contract with Baker and Taylor to provide materials selection
services. The case was widely reported in the public press and the library literature. Concerns
arising from the Hawaii situation led directly to the Council of the American Library
Association’s action establishing a Task Force to study outsourcing and privatization. It seemed
important, therefore, for this study to review the facts of the Hawaii outsourcing effort.
Although few similar contracts have been the focus of much public attention, it appears
very likely that many libraries contract all or part of their selection functions to vendors. One
such instance that merited our inspection was the outsourcing of selection of children’s materials
by the Fort Worth Public Library.
The Hawaii Public Library System Case
Bartholomew A. Kane, Hawaii State Librarian since May 1, 1982, assembled a
Reengineering Committee in August 1995 to examine library structure, determine core services
and make recommendations for redesigning the 49-library system of the state. On August 1,
1995, Hawaii’s Governor announced budget cuts requiring the reduction of 1294 state employees
throughout the state. The library system budget was reduced 25 percent, resulting in a projected
elimination of 120 and redeployment of 80 employees. Rather than impose massive layoffs and
close at least 20 branches Kane, through the Reengineering Committee, proposed outsourcing all
book selection for the system to Baker and Taylor, a book vendor from Charlotte, North
Carolina. The proposal, a contract for $11.2 million over five years, was approved by the Board
of Education after seven minutes of discussion. The contract, which covered selection,
acquisition, cataloging, processing and distributing books, spoken word audio, video and
multimedia titles became effective March 28, 1996 (HSPLS 1996).
At the same time Kane decided to convert the library system’s automation vendor from
Data Research Associates, Inc. (DRA) to Ameritech’s Dynix system and add Information Access
Company’s online serials database. Therefore, rather than begin providing books to branches
within two weeks of awarding the contract, Baker and Taylor’s shipments were delayed several
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months and duplicates were supplied. CARL Corporation of Colorado contested the contract
with Ameritech, delaying the transition further.
In order to supply materials of local interest Baker and Taylor signed a partnership
agreement with Booklines Hawaii, Ltd. to supply Hawaiiana and other titles relevant to Asia and
the Pacific to the statewide library system.
As early as October 1996, complaints began to mount against Baker and Taylor. Specific
charges were: unrequested duplication of titles; inappropriate titles, such as A Practical Guide to
Lambs and Lambing Care and 61 copies of Newt Gingrich’s novel, 1945; cheap books not worth
the flat $20.94 per item assessed in the contract; too few reference materials; disregard for
profiles provided by branch librarians; and inability to return unwanted titles. Library staff and
patrons became increasingly vociferous in their complaints.
Baker and Taylor presented a list of Performance Targets to the Board of Education
Committee on Public Libraries. Specific points of selection, acquisition reporting, cataloging,
technical processing and distribution were addressed. For example, 90 percent of items
purchased will circulate at least once during the first twelve months.
Representatives from the Library Association of Hawaii testified before the State Senate
Committee on Government Operations and Housing on January 11, 1997 requesting that an
immediate audit be performed on the library system paying particular attention to the Baker and
Taylor and Dynix contracts. On January 16, 1997 Baker & Taylor presented to the Board of
Education’s Library Services Committee a detailed action plan stressing better communication
with librarians.
Concern over the situation in Hawaii began to mount within the library profession. Early
in January, 1997, the Alternatives in Print Task Force of the American Library Association’s
Social Responsibilities Roundtable created a Hawaii Working Group to study the performance of
the Baker & Taylor outsourcing project. Patricia Wallace, a graduate student at Texas Woman’s
University’s School of Library and Information Studies, was appointed to head the Working
Group.
On February 2, 1997, Senator Marshall Ige introduced Senate Bill 1370, which would
prevent the board of education or the state librarian from entering into contractual agreements
allowing outside firms to select books and other resources for the public library system.
The Board of Education announced in a news conference on February 11, 1997, that it
was establishing a Blue Ribbon Committee of library, business and government people to review
and make recommendations on Baker and Taylor’s performance through June 30, 1997. At the
same time Kane sent a letter to Arnie Wight of Baker & Taylor, itemizing nine areas of concern:
Standing orders, Hawaiiana, reference books, Library for Blind and Physically Handicapped
materials, bestsellers, children’s selections, award books, and response to library community
profiles. At a news conference on June 6 the Committee recommended that Baker and Taylor’s
contract be terminated June 30, 1997 due to poor performance. The Attorney General’s office
would be consulted.
On February 13, 1997 Senators Mike McCartney and Les Ihara introduced Senate Bill
538 requiring materials selection throughout the library system be performed by public service
librarians exclusively. After revision to remove the restriction against the State Librarian
authorizing outside book selection, adding a recommendation that book selection be handled by
state employees, and removing the cancellation of current book selection contracts, the
Committee on Ways and Means recommended passage of Senate Bill 538.
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On June 10, 1997, the Hawaii Government Employees Association filed a class action
lawsuit against the Board of Education, the State Librarian, and Baker & Taylor, Inc. claiming
unlawful privatization of public services. Specific consequences were itemized in the suit.
On June 19, 1997, the Board of Education voted unanimously to terminate Baker and
Taylor’s 5-½ year, $11.2 million dollar contract (Barayuga 1997a). The Attorney General would
determine the specific timeframe and procedure. Kane sent a formal letter of cancellation on July
11, 1997. A ten-day extension was granted in which Baker & Taylor must supply 60,000
materials. On July 21, 1997 Kane sent a final letter of cancellation with a notice of nonacceptance of any subsequent materials shipped.
On July 24, 1997 Arnie Wight from Baker and Taylor stated in a press release that they
were victims of wrongful termination. He claimed that the alleged failures were a direct result of
decisions made by the HSPLS staff. A formal suit was filed on November 10, 1997.
At the same time, the Coalition for Improved Libraries issued a call for removal of Kane
and assignment of new leadership, citing an 82 percent vote of “no confidence” in the current
State Librarian. The State Board of Education voted 11 to 2 in favor of retaining Kane for six
months at its July 25, 1997 meeting. He was tasked with settling all remaining issues concerning
the termination of Baker and Taylor’s contract and developing a plan to address selection
procedures in the future.
In January 1998 the Hawaii state auditor issued a report stating concerns over the
management of the library system. Redeployment of technical service personnel to public service
did not improve customer service and assigning Baker and Taylor to book selection did not save
money.
On February 20, 1998 the Board of Education voted seven to six to remove Bart Kane as
State Librarian. On May 18, 1998 Kane announced that he was suing the Board of Education for
wrongful termination. June 30, 1998 was Kane’s last day as State Librarian.
On July 23, 1999 the state of Hawaii settled their lawsuit with Baker and Taylor agreeing
that $75,000 worth of books be selected by the library system. The initial suit charged that
$700,000 was sent to Baker & Taylor with no books received in return. On September 7, 1999
the Hawaii Government Employees Association won its suit over the privatization of the state
library system’s book buying services. Since book selection was customarily and historically
provided by civil service employees, it is forbidden to be privatized. Baker and Taylor agreed to
pay some of HGEA’s legal fees.
Outsourcing of book selection for the Hawaii State Public Library System was a daring
experiment that failed due to a combination of circumstances. It appears that Bart Kane did not
seek sufficient input from library staff before making the outsourcing decision. Major changes
already underway in the library system undoubtedly complicated the situation. Baker and Taylor
apparently were not sufficiently prepared for the complexity of the task. From the enviable
perspective of today, it appears that several improvements in planning could have lead to better
results for the project. However, the resentment and skepticism resulting from the failed
experiment render it extremely unlikely that the Hawaii Library System will attempt anything
similar in the future.
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The Fort Worth Public Library System Case

Historical Background. Since Fort Worth Public Library’s inception in 1901, unit librarians
have been responsible for materials selection. This changed in 1989 when an in-house task force
on selection and ordering recommended adopting a centralized materials selection process as a
means to free staff time for other duties and as a quality control measure. A collection
development unit was created consisting of an Adult Materials Coordinator, a Children’s
Materials Coordinator, and three support staff. The unit’s title became the Materials Collection
Development Unit (MCDU). Collection development staff selected new books from primary
review journals for the systems then eleven agencies based on unit profiles. Despite
centralization, unit librarians remained responsible for selecting audio-visual materials, new
materials not covered in primary review sources, foreign language materials, and
duplicate/replacement titles.
The changes made in selection in 1989 were not made with the intention of eventually
going to outsourcing, but it did position the library to take that step when confronted with a fiscal
crisis. In the 1992/93 fiscal year massive budget cuts throughout the City of Fort Worth resulted
in the reduction of library hours, staff and materials budget. The majority of branches went from
three to two librarians, leaving only the Branch Manager and the Assistant Branch
Manager/Children’s Librarian. Taking on the responsibilities of Assistant Branch Manager, the
Children’s Librarians had little time to spend on materials selection. At this same time the
Children’s Materials Coordinator position was eliminated along with the MCDU’s Clerk/Typist.
Cutting support services staff was another method library administrators economized.
The Catalog Unit was cut from six positions to two. The Processing Unit went from nine staff
members to five. Additionally, the Support Services Coordinator retired and that position was
eliminated. The unit managers in Support Services, consisting of Acquisitions, Cataloging,
Processing, the Delivery Team and the Clerical Pool, were trained in functioning as a selfdirected work team based on the principles of Total Quality Management. It should be noted that
in 1995 all of the above units gained back some staff. The Catalog Unit gained a half-time
librarian, the Processing Unit added two clerical positions, and the MCDU gained a half-time
librarian and a clerk, but not a Children’s Material Coordinator.
Outsourcing some support services functions was another way to reduce costs. Five
outsourcing contracts were established in fiscal year 1992/93. The first was copy cataloging of
direct orders and gifts. The second was for the provision of adult books including cataloging and
processing services. A third contract was for the selection, cataloging and processing of
bestsellers. The fourth contract was for adult and juvenile audio-visual materials cataloging and
processing, but not selection. The final contract was for selection, cataloging and processing of
children’s books. In 1995 both the copy cataloging and bestsellers contracts were discontinued
when it was determined that staff could do the work more efficiently in-house.
In Fall of 1999 the Assistant Library Director estimated how much it would cost to bring
children’s book selection and all cataloging and processing services back in house (see Appendix
D). She took into account the salary and fringe benefit costs to bring staffing back to the 1992/93
level. Then she added the amount for processing supplies and OCLC fees. From that total she
subtracted the amount currently paid for outsourced cataloging and processing services.
According to her calculations, Fort Worth Public Library has net savings of $212,825 due to
outsourced services.
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The decision to outsource book selection in fiscal year 1992/93 was made entirely for
budgetary reasons. As mentioned above, selection of bestsellers was outsourced for two years,
but discontinued. Administrators decided to outsource children’s book selection after finding
children’s book collections to be more uniform from agency to agency with the major differences
being in specific language and cultural needs. Administrative staff wrote specifications for
vendor selection of children’s books to reflect the existing collection development policies. The
selection criteria include review sources to be used for selecting books. Each unit also provides
individual collection profiles. Profile information includes the book budget for the unit, a per
item cost limit, a budget breakdown by Dewey classification number, demographic information,
and a list of authors, illustrators and series titles to be supplied regardless of reviews. Unit
profiles and budgets are reviewed and adjusted annually.
Selection of children’s audio-visual materials continues to be done in-house. A collection
development committee consisting of children’s librarians was created to select media and
identify books that were missed by the vendor or not reviewed in the journals stipulated in the
specifications. Children’s librarians remain responsible for identifying and ordering
duplicate/replacement titles and are given their own budgets to do this. New children’s books
cannot be ordered until six months after the date of publication to avoid duplicating titles ordered
by the vendor. Award winning books and books on lists such as the Texas Bluebonnet nominees
are generally handled outside the vendor selection process. The vendor also provides periodic
reports of what materials have been selected for each unit.
In the past eight fiscal years, three vendors for the children’s materials contract have been
used with varying degrees of success. One vendor lost the contract due to the inability to catalog
and process the books according to specifications. Another vendor lost the contract due to
extreme delays (5 to 6 months) in getting the materials. Only one vendor has been able to keep
the contract for more than one year and has had the contract for six of the last eight fiscal years.
Survey of System Children’s Librarians. We surveyed staff to determine their perceptions of
outsourced children’s book selection. A structured survey instrument was used (see Appendix
A), the data was tabulated, and standard statistical software was used to produce frequency tables
for each response (see Appendix B). The sample was small consisting of 15 Children’s
Librarians and 3 Branch Managers who are former Children’s Librarians for a total of 18
respondents. All of the respondents have a Masters of Library Science degree and have a
cumulative experience of over 155 years in the Fort Worth Public Library System. Eight
respondents have more than 10 years experience each with the Library System. Eight also
included narrative comments to the survey questions (see Appendix C). The results of the survey
indicate that timeliness of receiving materials, communication with the vendor, the ability to
reject materials selections, meeting local needs, and the morale of the children’s librarians are the
biggest areas of concern.
Over three-fourths of the respondents (77.8%) found the receipt of books to be untimely
(Question #6). This question resulted in the most written negative comments. One of the most
frequent complaints being the six month waiting period before they can order a new book that
may not have been ordered by the vendor’s selector. Communication with the vendor elicited
many negative comments as well. This issue is reflected in questions #5 and #9. A strong
majority (88.9%) feels that they have little or no contact or input with the selector (Question #9).
The narrative comments were somewhat contradictory with some saying they have annual
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contact with the vendors and others indicating no contact at all. They also expressed a desire for
the ability to reject materials selected by the vendor (83.2%) (Question #5).
Meeting the local needs of patrons and overall quality of the collection is another major
area of concern and is reflected in the responses to questions #7, #10 and #13. Fifty five point
six percent (55.6%) of the librarians believe that neighborhood needs are not being met (Question
#10) and 66.7% believe that the quality of the collection has not improved due to outsourcing
(Question #13). One particularly insightful comment was “Keeping the same vendor over a
period of years is important in building trust and understanding of libraries’ needs, but is difficult
in the current system of low bid wins. Changing out materials selectors several years running is
ruinous to a collection as well as to morale.” Someone also noted that “It is difficult to work on
a 5 year plan of updating and filling in missing information when tied to vendor selection.”
There is also a lack of confidence (55.6%) in the ability of profiles to meet unit needs (Question
#7). Morale also seems to be an issue as stated in Question #15 with 66.6% saying that
outsourcing has not improved morale of the children’s librarians. Only one written comment was
made on this particular question, but when all the comments are reviewed there are definite
morale concerns reflected elsewhere.
On the more positive side, 61.1% found that outsourcing allows more time for
programming (Question #1), 83.4% feel that they are given time at work to keep up with new
publications Question #2), and 55.5% felt that outsourcing did not limit their ability to provide
good reader’s advisory (Question #3). Additionally, 44.4% feel that working in a system that
outsources children’s books selection will not hurt their future marketability in the workforce
(Question #4), while 33.3% expressed no opinion on this issue. Sixty-six point seven percent
(66.7%) feel that the vendor has a commitment to the quality of the collection (Question #14).
There is a less clear majority as to whether there is an effective procedure in place for
identifying and ordering materials not selected by the vendor (Question #8). Fifty percent (50%)
strongly agreed or agreed with the statement while 36.4% disagreed or strongly disagreed (16.7%
had no opinion). A strong majority (77.8%) feels that the selection of children’s books by an inhouse coordinator would be more responsive than outsourcing (Question #12).
As for community awareness, 66.7% feel that patrons are unaware that children’s book
selection is outsourced (Question #11). Additionally, 55.6% feel that outsourcing does not make
a positive statement to the community about the library’s commitment to children’s services
(Question #16). Thirty eight point nine percent (38.9%) have no opinion on this question.
Some of the written comments reflect a willingness to work with the system and offered
constructive suggestions that bear consideration. One suggestion was that the vendor ’s selectors
make semi-annual phone calls to each children’s librarian for input. This would be in addition to
on-site meetings with the selector. Another suggestion, mentioned twice, is that the vendor
provide selection lists for the children’s librarians to mark for purchase. The results of this
survey would serve as a good foundation to work from if Fort Worth Public Library decides to
evaluate the outsourcing of children’s book selection.
Study of Books Received – Methodology. Vendor selection of children’s materials is
controversial among staff, but its effectiveness has not been studied in depth. Historically, the
contract has been monitored by checking that the correct discounts have been applied. There has
not been a consistent method in place that monitors the timeliness of the materials received.
Naturally, there are times when this is obvious. For example, one year the contract started with a
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new vendor in late November and virtually no children’s materials were received until the end of
the following April. Not surprisingly, this vendor lost the contract.
It was decided that timeliness would be an appropriate issue to target in the context of this
study. We looked at both adult and children’s materials to see if it is more timely to do selection
in-house or to have materials selected by a vendor. We randomly chose 300 titles, 150 adult
titles and 150 children’s titles, that were ordered and received in the 1998/99 fiscal year to
compare the length of time it took to receive the materials. It is worthy to note that both
contracts are held by the same vendor. It should also be noted that the vendor both catalogs and
processes the books so this is also a factor in the length of time it takes to receive them.
Adult materials are selected and ordered by in-house staff using an automated
acquisitions system. Using this database, we were able to obtain the date ordered and the date
received for each title. We then used Book Review Index to see when each title was reviewed in
Booklist, Library Journal, Publisher’s Weekly and Kirkus. Then we went to Amazon.com and
Barnes & Noble online to determine the date of publication. Frequently, these databases only
listed a month and a year of publication and not a specific date. For quantification purposes, we
gave each a publication date of the 15th for the given month when the exact date was not
provided. Thus, the resulting figures are not precise, but do provide comparative data. As the
children’s books were vendor-selected, we did not have access to when the materials were
ordered by the vendor. What we did instead was look at when the titles were reviewed, the
publication dates and the date received at the library.
Results - Adult Books. Fifty-five percent of the 150 adult titles studied were ordered prior to or
in the week of publication. These titles were ordered an average of 5.23 weeks prior to the
publication date. It took an average of 6.3 weeks after the date of publication to receive the
cataloged and processed materials. The remaining 45% of the adult titles surveyed were ordered
after the date of publication. These titles were ordered an average of 6.43 weeks after
publication. It took an average of 8.6 weeks after the order date to receive these materials. The
total average to receive all adult books (whether ordered prior to publication or after publication)
was 7.35 weeks to receive new materials. There are many factors that can account for this length
of time to receive materials. In FY 1998/99, the Acquisitions Unit did not have the capability to
send purchase orders electronically, so they were mailed to the vendor. Then the vendor has to
input these orders once received. Once the books are in hand, they are cataloged and processed
before shipping them out. The vendor sends out large shipments weekly rather than as materials
are ready. All these factors must be taken into account when looking at this 7.35 weeks. It
should be noted that none of these 150 titles are bestsellers which are handled on a separate
contract. Orders for bestsellers are phoned in and usually received within 48 hours of release.
Results - Children’s Books. As with the adult materials, 150 vendor selected children’s titles
were chosen randomly from FY 1998/99. Two of these titles were eliminated from the sample
due to inability to find valid information. Thus, this sample actually consists of 148 titles. The
average time to receive juvenile titles from the date of publication was 9.84 weeks. This time
needs to be examined more closely. Due to the way the City’s fiscal year is run, the vendor is
told to have all funds encumbered by the end of June. Money is not available again until October
or November when the new budget is approved. While the selector continues to identify titles for
purchase between July and November, the orders are not released until the new budget is in
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place. This resulting gap affects the availability of materials and the timeliness in receiving
them. When we removed the figures for the 70 titles in the sample that were published between
July and November 1998, the time to receive materials after publication drops to an average of
6.6 weeks. Another major difference found between the adult materials and children’s materials
is the fact that 78% of the adult books sampled were reviewed prior to publication whereas only
27% of the children’s titles were reviewed prior to publication. This factor alone would account
for children’s materials taking longer to receive after publication since selection is largely
predicated on the published reviews.
The Vendor’s Selector’s Perspective. In order to provide an additional perspective, we took the
opportunity to talk to the individual who currently selects children’s books for Fort Worth Public
Library. As noted above, there are factors that the selector cannot control, predominantly the
budgetary cycle that creates a major gap in ordering. The selector commented that the easy part
of her job is determining which titles are worthy of purchase. The hard and time-consuming part
involves determining which agencies are to get which titles. She indicated that Fort Worth
Public Library is unusual in that the vendor selector does it all. Most libraries that use selection
services prefer to be provided with a recommended list of titles with reviews to select from.
Generally, the children’s librarians are satisfied with the materials selected for the library system.
It is the timeliness of the receipt of materials that is the major bone of contention.
The current selector’s credentials indicate an expertise that would be difficult to match
within the library system, even in a materials coordinator position. She is an editor for the
Elementary School Library Collection and is able to attend workshops and conferences that
would be outside the typical children’s librarian’s realm. Her position also gives her access to
review and galley copies. Although the contract specifies selecting from School Library Journal,
Booklist, Publisher’s Weekly and Kirkus, her scope is much broader than just these journals and
she will select materials outside of these sources. Having worked with Fort Worth Public Library
children’s librarians for a number of years, she has established a rapport with them and seems
genuinely interested in maintaining a quality children’s collection for Fort Worth. Unfortunately,
she has a small staff so when illness and family problems occur her work is just as likely suffer
as it would if selection were being done in-house.
Bringing Children’s Book Selection Back In-House. What would it take to bring selection of
children’s books back in-house? Assuming that the library continues to outsource cataloging and
processing services, the very minimum additional staff needed would be a Children’s Materials
Coordinator to do the selecting and an additional clerk/typist to input and receive the orders.
This would cost the library a minimum of $59,000 in salaries alone, not including fringe
benefits. It is difficult to determine how much the library spends for vendor selection services as
it is factored into the book discounts. Currently, the vendor gives the library a 35% discount for
children’s trade books. To get these same books from another source, the library would typically
receive a 40% discount. Thus, it can be assumed that the vendor is charging the library 5% for
selection services. In fiscal year 98/99, the vendor had a $200,000 contract for children’s books.
Five percent of this amount would be $10,000. This would not begin to cover the cost of
additional staff. Even if the library could find the money, a major stumbling block would be the
City’s policy that permits staff to be added only if a new service is offered. Children’s book
selection would not be considered a new service.
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So, what are Fort Worth’s options? The system is not perfect, but it is working.
Tightening up the contract specifications and the monitoring of the contract could possibly
improve the timeliness of children’s books. For the adult materials, sending orders electronically
to the vendor should speed up the process by eliminating mailing time and inputting data by
vendor staff. The major stumbling block for children’s materials appears to be the gap in the
ordering and budget cycles.
Another problem seems to be a lack of a single spokesperson for the Children’s
Librarians. The Materials Coordinator’s duties are primarily concerned with adult materials and
only deals with children’s materials peripherally. Similarly, the Head of the Central Library’s
Youth Center is generally not responsible for children’s services throughout the system. Other
than infrequent on-site visits (once or twice a year) with the vendor’s selector, the Children’s
Librarians do not have much contact with her and are discouraged from contacting her directly.
Concerns are reported to the vendor selector through the Materials Coordinator.
If Fort Worth Public Library wanted to bring children’s book selection back in-house it
would take some creative juggling of existing staff and their duties. One question to ask would
be “Is the outsourcing of selection services that different from in-house centralized materials
selection?” Both use profiles to determine which agencies get what materials. The main
concerns seem to be timeliness and ease of communication. Results from the study of the time to
receive adult and children’s books show that ordering in-house was not all that much more timely
than having a selector do it (a total average of 7.35 weeks for the adult titles and 9.84 weeks for
children’s titles). Given that these materials arrive cataloged and processed, we do not know
how much of that time accounts for cataloging and processing time. It appears that quality
selection, whether done in-house or by a vendor, is a time-consuming process.
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V. OUTSOURCING OF MANAGEMENT
Contracting out to manage an entire library or library system is the most extreme case of
outsourcing. It is this type of contracting that has been most commonly labeled “privatization,”
although technically management is no more “core” to librarianship than selection or cataloging,
and perhaps it could be argued that it is even less. Nevertheless, recent decisions by some
communities to contract with corporations to manage the provision of library services have
resulted in considerable consternation within the profession.
In fact, management of library services by outside entities is a practice with quite a long
history. Many firms in the corporate sector have secured essential information services by
contracting with individuals, municipal libraries, or other corporations. Many communities have
secured public library services for their citizens by contracting with other governmental
entities—the county or the neighboring community, for example—or with local not-for-profit
organizations, like women’s clubs or fraternal service organizations. Not since the demise of the
social library after the development of publicly funded libraries in nineteenth century, however,
have communities contracted with for-profit corporations to provide library services.
This study focuses on two very different forms of contracting for the management of
library services. The first, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, is a large and
diverse federal government agency. While NASA’s approach to securing library and information
services is an extremely interesting and provocative example, circumstances of NASA’s
operation are unique, and very little of the NASA outsourcing experience appears relevant to the
general library situation.
More central to the concerns of the library profession is the case of Riverside County,
California. The decision of Riverside County in 1997 to contract with Library Systems and
Services, Inc. caused many expressions of dismay within the library profession. This contract,
together with the Hawaii Baker and Taylor contract, was the proximate cause for the
establishment of the ALA Task Force on Outsourcing and Privatization.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Case
In order to understand how outsourcing has impacted the governance, staff development
and cooperative endeavors of American libraries, it is necessary to review the rare libraries that
have always been outsourced, or outsourced for decades, for comparison. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) Scientific and Technical Information Administration libraries
were selected for study because they are representative of those libraries that been contracted out
for all, or almost all, of their history. NASA’s policy of contracting for library services began
before the Office of Management and Budget concluded in 1983 that federal library services
qualified for privatization (Office of Management and Budget 1983). After that, other federal
libraries, including those in the system of the Environmental Protection Agency, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Energy, Department of Labor, the
Bureau of the Census, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development have been
contracted out to the private sector.
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NASA History. NASA was created by the National Aeronautics and Space Act (PL 85-568) in
1958 and started with employees and facilities from the old National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics. Today, NASA consists of NASA headquarters, nine centers, the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (operated under contract to NASA by the California Institute of Technology), and
several installations and offices in the United States and abroad.
In 1958, the newly formed space agency’s mandate from the Eisenhower administration
was to lead the civil space effort. The agency’s charter gave it broad latitude to contribute to the
nation’s general welfare and security and to preserve its role as a leader in aeronautical and space
science and technology (Kraemer 1995). The agency was able to efficiently contract for labor
and services, because in 1959, the General Services Administration authorized use of the Armed
Services Procurement Regulations of 1947. This exempted NASA from the government policy
of awarding contracts to the lowest bidder (Kraemer 1995). This policy of contracting has
continued and is supported by the Office of Management and Budget’s OMB Circular A-76
Transmittal Memorandum 20 which states that the government should not compete with its
citizens (2000). It requires that all government agencies contract “non-governmental” activities
to the private sector.
The Cold War and the flight of the Sputnik satellite fueled the agency’s growth. President
Kennedy challenged the nation in 1961 to send a man to the moon and return him safely, and the
President and the Congress provided NASA with the funds to do so. As a consequence of the
rapid growth and preference for contract services, the agency’s civil service personnel grew by a
factor of three, while contract employees increased by a factor of ten. Throughout NASA’s
history, between 80 and 90 percent of its budget has been spent on goods and services provided
through contracts.
Because of its reliance upon contracting, the agency has developed efficient methods of
soliciting and managing contracts. In 1993, NASA developed Acquisition Internet Service
(NAIS), a web based electronic procurement information system for midrange contracts, to
provide procurement information for industry and small business and to reduce contract
administration costs. The agency estimates that 80 to 90 percent of NASA’s contract awards are
in the midrange category. NASA employees at 10 field centers conduct the entire process of
contract review and selections across the Internet (Cybernauts of Contracting 1997). NASA has
relied upon clearly written contracts and a corps of professional employees deeply involved in
technical details to guide the work of NASA contractors. As the emphasis of who performed the
scientific research for NASA changed, the original NASA scientists became contract
administers.
In 1990, NASA asked for a study to be conducted on the consequences of contracting out
the bulk of its research and development work. The National Academy of Public
Administration’s study made two significant suggestions. The first was that the government
should not contract out decisions on what work is to be done, what objectives are to be set, what
the results are expected to be, and the evaluation of the work. The second was that contracting
out led to erosion of strength of an important NASA asset—a corps of experienced scientists and
engineers (Kraemer 1995).
A subsequent change in contracting methodology has only increased the problem. Three
years ago, NASA changed from contracts that specified a level of effort to be provided, a system
requiring extensive monitoring, to performance-based contracting which monitors the
contractor’s activity. Performance-based contracting can save the government money because it
does not require as many professional management staff for monitoring. A concern has been
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expressed that skilled NASA engineers will leave to take private sector jobs, and the agency will
lose its ability to monitor contracts (Dickey 1999).
This loss of experienced personnel could also happen in other parts of NASA, as
employees leave for other jobs or choose to retire. The agency has reduced its civil service staff
by over 5,000 employees since 1993, and total employment will continue to decrease by 1,500 to
2,000 employees by 2002 (U.S. Congress 1998).
NASA Libraries. For NASA, and its libraries, contracting offered attractive advantages to
supervisors and executives. NASA was able to acquire a high-quality labor force because
contractors were not limited to government pay scales, could recruit employees more quickly
than could be recruited in accordance with civil service rules, and could remove unsatisfactory
performance employees from their positions. Contract workers would have helped NASA
administrators maximize the number of authorized workers in engineer, scientist, and technician
classifications against employment ceilings. NASA’s total employment has declined from 34,167
in 1967 (U.S. Congress. House Appropriations Committee Hearings, 1973) to 19,259 in 1997,
but the percentage of employees classified in engineering or technician positions has declined at
a far lower rate (Office of Personnel Management, 1998).
Herbert S. White, NASA Scientific and Technical Information Administration Executive
Director from 1964 until 1968, has written about additional reasons for organizations in general
to outsource library services. The first is that it is cost effective to contract to an organization that
has expertise in specialized tasks and second, it is an effective way to reduce backlogs and
eliminate repetitive and routine operations (White 2000).
Overall supervision of NASA libraries is by the Scientific and Technical Information
Division that acquires, processes, archives, announces and disseminates information for the
scientific community. However, despite their common mission, NASA centers and facilities do
not have a common organizational culture. This is because NASA combined three laboratories
and two field stations from the 43 year old NACA, and rapidly added additional centers, each
with its own history and traditions. Instead of creating a uniform culture, the centers have been
described as behaving like rival universities with their own set of contractors, long range plans,
and interests (McCurdy 1993). Since NASA libraries are governed by the center they serve, they
also vary widely in methods of governance, population served, consortia participation, staffing,
and collections. The differences are evident in the following comparisons:






Staffing Models Some libraries, such as Goddard Space Flight Center, have both civil
service and contract employees, while others, such as Johnson Space Center Scientific
and Technical Information Center, are entirely contracted out, with a NASA librarian
serving as a technical monitor (Pedrick 2000).
Identity Not all libraries identify themselves as NASA. At least one library identified as
NASA on the Headquarters web page maintained that it was part of another institution.
The library and technical information center of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, a contract
installation operated for NASA but owned by the California Institute of Technology,
considers itself as an Institute/JPL library, and not a NASA library.
Population Served They serve different populations. NASA Headquarters Library,
founded in 1958, serves NASA and contract employees and permits public use of the
reading room. In addition to serving contract and NASA employees, two others offer
limited access to the public, and another library allows “qualified researchers” to visit.
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Archiving Records Johnson Space Center Scientific and Technical Center’s records are
archived at Fondren Library of Rice University in Houston, Texas. Sherikon Space
Systems, Inc. archives records for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory library and technical
information center offsite.
Participation in consortia and networks NASA libraries participate in a variety of
networks, but participation is also individual. Ten are members of Online Computer
Library Center, Inc. (OCLC), six are members of PLC, four are members of the NASA
Library Network, and one is a member of the AMIGOS group.

The agency’s struggle against cultural change and centralization has resulted in an
aggregate of independent libraries with many contractors. There are several personnel
management contractors for NASA libraries.
The library staffing model with both civil service and contract employees has the
potential of creating two separate and unequal pay and benefit schedules for employees
performing similar work. Federal employees have established salary tiers, union representation,
grievance procedures and perquisites such as time off for blood donations, while contract
librarians do not have job security or perquisites. The Office of Management and Personnel
listed 10 NASA librarians in 1997. And, while individual salaries are unknown, the 1997
biennial report on federal white collar employment shows that the government-wide average
salary for librarians in Occupational Code and Title GS-1410 Librarian was $53,895. This is
significantly higher than the average 1997-98 federal contract librarian’s wage of $45,134 that
was listed in the 1998 SLA Annual Salary Survey (Arnold 1998).
Survey of Library Staff. A modified version of the survey instrument used by the research
team that visited the Riverside, California County Library System was used to collect
information about the NASA libraries. Basic data from the directory entry for each library that
was found in the American Library Directory, 1998-1999 was used for information about
publications holdings, librarian and library assistant staffing, and to identify the supervisor or
head librarian at each library.
Each supervisor or head librarian was contacted by telephone and asked to participate in
the survey. The survey form was sent by electronic mail to facilitate completion and return of
responses. All but two of the responding libraries indicated that the questionnaire would have to
be submitted to a higher level administrator for permission to complete and return the
questionnaire. Only two responses were received to the questionnaire. The low response rate
does not permit the survey data to be used or reported with confidence that the answers are
representative of all NASA libraries and their staffs.
Conclusions.
The evidence we gathered seem to support the following conclusions:
 Contract employment is likely to increase as government officials conduct more
commercial activity reviews to fulfill mandates of the Office of Management and
Budget’s OMB Circular A-76 Transmittal Memorandum 20, which states that federal
agencies should review activities that are performed by federal employees that are not
inherently governmental and to contract with the private sector for the performance of
such an activity.
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NASA has always contracted out services, supplies and projects. Thus they are not
experiencing the problems that public libraries encounter as they begin to negotiate
and administer contracts for the first time.
Each NASA library has responded to its unique environment, and as a consequence,
has differing methods of governance, staffing models, archiving, and participation in
consortia and networks.
The research team found that data and published research on NASA’s libraries are
extremely limited and suggest that further research should be conducted on the NASA
library system. In addition, due to the small number of NASA libraries and librarians,
comparisons should be made with other federal libraries for statistical significance.
The Riverside County Library System Case

In June 1997 Riverside County, California, entered into a contract to with Library
Systems and Services LLC (LSSI) to provide County library services. This event was widely
reported in the library literature and generally decried as the first major instance of
“privatization” of public library services. Because the Riverside County situation is the first,
largest, most visible and apparently most controversial incidence of outsourcing an entire library
system, we deemed it important to examine the Riverside County Library System (RCLS)
carefully, including not only a comprehensive literature review, but also a site visit.
Historical Background. When Riverside County established public library service in 1911, it
opted to take advantage of a provision of the 1911 California County Library law to contract
with the city of Riverside for library services. The contract between the two public entities called
for the city library director to become the county librarian and the city’s board of library trustees
to become the county library’s policy making board. County officials had little more to do than
to hand over county funds designated for libraries to the City of Riverside to run the newly
developed Riverside county libraries. Library services for Riverside County were provided under
extensions of this agreement with the city of Riverside from 1911 until 1997.
In 1965, Riverside County Libraries was reorganized as a taxing district, and a dedicated
property tax was established to fund the County Library. The city of Riverside chose not to join
the county system, except as its contracted administrator. The city chose, instead, to retain the
municipal library as a separate system since it could tax its citizens at a higher rate. Several other
cities within Riverside County also chose to follow the city of Riverside’s lead and create their
own municipal libraries. The county library system became known as the Riverside City and
County Public Library in 1971.
California’s Proposition 13 was passed in 1978. This proposition set limits on the amount
of property tax increases. Riverside City and County Public Library administration reacted to the
cutbacks from Proposition 13 by closing seven small branches in the less populated areas of the
county. Subsequently the county supervisors forced the library system to reopen the branches
and distribute funds more evenly between both the highly populated and less populated areas of
the county. This was among the first of many contentious incidents that would later lead to the
dissolving of the contractual relationship between the City of Riverside and Riverside County.
Over the next ten years the population of Riverside County grew 76 percent. The county
and the Riverside City and County Public Library were hard pressed to keep up with the
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demands for public and library services placed upon them by the growth. The population,
however, brought with it more funding. The library needed to expand and update its facilities. In
1987, Moreno Valley Library became the first new regional facility built to accommodate the
growth taking place within the county. Under the leadership of Linda M. Wood, who was the
director during this period, the Riverside City and County Public Library was awarded LCSA
grants and private funding for expansion. She also began construction on a new administration
center, a move that became a severe drain on resources in the short term.
Two more incidents occurred during the early 1990’s that would spell the end of the
Riverside City and County Public Library and force Riverside County officials to look elsewhere
for administration and management services for the library. In 1993, March Air Force Base
closed. This closing caused the loss of military and civilian jobs that were a mainstay of the tax
base in Riverside County. Property values plummeted as a result of the base closing bringing to
an end the prosperity of the previous decade. As if this economic calamity were not enough, the
California legislature passed the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund in the same year. This
act caused millions of dollars to be drawn from California counties, cities, and special districts to
fund the state’s failing educational systems.
The crisis in funding resulted in reduced library hours and services, layoffs, and several
years when expenditures for materials in the 26 libraries were nearly zero. For three years
running nearly all library staff received annual layoff notices, and though the cutbacks each time
were less severe than announced, a number of library employees did in fact lose their jobs.
Several branches became almost totally dependent on volunteers to be able to open their doors.
Some of the surrounding cities, sensing the difficulties, chose to withdraw from the county’s
library district, further depleting the library’s funds. Public criticism of the new, costly library
administrative center added to the woes of the beleaguered library system.
Control of the meager available funds became a critical political issue, one with
significant emotional overtones. Lack of funding focussed attention on perceived inadequacies
and misplaced priorities in the city’s management of the county libraries. The issue was soon
perceived by county elected officials, their constituents, and county staff as a lack of local
control over funding and policy for county libraries. Disputes between the city and county
culminated in the City announcing that it would no longer manage the libraries. The Riverside
City and County Public Library was dissolved in December 1996.
County officials were faced with the need to find a new way to provide library services
for the county. Having little knowledge of the organization of the library system and no expertise
in running libraries, county officials determined to seek a new contractor to manage the county
library system. A Request for Proposals was developed with help from key staff of the Riverside
County Free Library System and the aid of Dallas Y. Shaffer, a consultant provided by the
California State Library. In March 1997 Riverside County issued a “Request for Proposals for
Administration and Operation of the Riverside County Free Library System.” The RFP stipulated
the funding that was available, and the scope of services desired. Three entities responded to the
RFP with proposals: the Riverside County Office of Education, the San Bernadino County
Library, and Library Systems and Services (LSSI). After a thorough review of the three
proposals, county officials selected LSSI as the best available alternative.
Library service, under the management of LSSI, began on July 1, 1997. In April 1998,
LSSI issued an Assessment Report of the Riverside County Library System. The report focused
on the improvements of the first year of library service provided by LSSI, and recommendations
for the future. The management contract was renewed in 1998 and again in 1999. The details of
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the contract have varied slightly each year, but its essentials remain the same. The performance
requirements focus on hours of service, staffing levels, and the materials budget. In the spring of
1999 the County Librarian commissioned an analysis of LSSI’s Riverside County operations by
an independent consultant, Ruth Metz, who reported that LSSI was meeting its contractual
obligations in managing the libraries.
On-site review of RCLS. In March, 2000, a three person site visit team spent three days in
Riverside County, interviewing County officials, LSSI staff, and library users. We gathered data
by means of structured questionnaire instruments. We also visited the Moreno Valley Public
Library, a municipal library in Riverside County that is not a member of the RCLS, in order to
ascertain what factors induced Moreno Valley to opt out of the system, and to determine how the
RCLS is viewed by other libraries in the county.
During our visit we received full and complete cooperation and support from both county
and LSSI representatives. We were allowed to visit any location we chose, and to interview any
individual we wanted. LSSI and County officials encouraged LSSI staff to speak with us openly
and to respond to our questions with candor.
The site review team met with Deputy County Executive Officer Tom DeSantis and
County Librarian Gary Christmas. DeSantis is the County Official who oversaw the RFP and
contract negotiations throughout the period under review, and is perhaps the single person most
responsible for the County’s decision to outsource the management of the RCLS. Christmas is
the sole library professional employed by the County of Riverside, and is responsible for
overseeing the contract with LSSI and ensuring that the terms of the contract are met.
DeSantis offered a narrative description of the history of the RCLS contract. He
emphasized the difficult and deteriorating relationship between the County and the City of
Riverside in the mid-1990s. He stressed the difficulties in funding government operations, and
especially a library district, under California’s evolving tax code. He pointed out that, as the
population of the county increased while funding for library services deteriorated, it became
clear to the elected officials of the County that they had no control over funding and policy
decisions for the county library system. A city board made policy for the county. Moreover,
under the terms of the contract, the city of Riverside charged a ten percent overhead assessment.
In 1996 the county conducted an internal audit of library operations, and recommended that the
county Board of Supervisors wrest control over the county library system away from the city.
The city did not respond well to a proposed change in the nature of the relationship, and
ultimately chose to walk away from it. The decision to seek another vendor was thus not
ultimately a funding issue, but rather a matter of structure, policy and governance.
In assessing the three proposals received in response to the RFP, DeSantis noted that San
Bernadino County utilized less qualified staff in its operations, and Riverside wanted to keep the
professional staff already in place if at all possible. He also admitted that there were some
political reservations about turning over library operations to a neighboring county. The proposal
from the Riverside County Board of Education offered less service for the funds available. The
proposal from LSSI, on the other hand, seemed to offer some creative approaches to managing
services, and considerably more accountability than had been the case with the city of Riverside.
LSSI was the unanimous choice of the county staff, and the contract was approved by an
overwhelming majority of the Board of Supervisors.
The period from January through June 1997, witnessed substantial uncertainty among the
county library staff. According to DeSantis, the city of Riverside “demonized” the county,
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resulting in substantial discomfort among the staff. County officials were prohibited by the city
from directly contacting library staff, who were actually city employees.
After selecting the LSSI proposal, the county negotiated a contract with the vendor. The
contract firmly established that Riverside County would retain full governance of the library
system, and LSSI staff would carry out policies established by the county officials. The contract
ensured that the County would have final authority in the employment of key personnel, and
established Zone Advisory Boards, citizens panels that would assist in developing policy in three
management zones. The county appointed as its sole library employee a county librarian who
would serve as its in-house expert and monitor the contract. The contract specifies performance
benchmarks in terms of hours of service, staffing, and collection development.
According to DeSantis, the county was able to achieve much of what it sought in terms of
staff salaries and benefits. There ensued a difficult period of transition, in which LSSI sought
with some success to assure county library staff that their jobs were secure. Although some
employees decided to remain with the city of Riverside, or to seek employment elsewhere,
virtually all former city employees who wished to transfer to LSSI and continue to work in
county libraries were given jobs at the same rate of pay. Several staff who had earlier been laid
off were rehired.
Branch hours of service were immediately increased, and staffing was increased from
67.09 FTE to 117.26 FTE (Metz 1998). Funding for these improvements in services and staffing
was made possible by the elimination of substantial administrative overhead built in to the
management of the libraries by the City of Riverside. In addition, LSSI trimmed the managerial
staff, which under the city there had risen to twenty, down to only five. The controversial library
administrative center was abandoned to other county uses.
According to DeSantis, the county has been extremely satisfied with the services
provided by LSSI. They have renewed the contract twice with only minor changes.∗ When asked
what his advice would be to other public officials who might consider outsourcing management
of a library system, DeSantis unhesitatingly offered these four suggestions.
1. It is imperative to keep policy control with the elected public officials and representatives
of the public;
2. It is equally important to have your own in-house expert, a qualified professional, to
manage the contract and oversee vendor performance;
3. The contract must specify outcomes that are quantitatively measurable;
4. Choose your service provider carefully; be certain they have the experience and
qualifications to deliver on their commitments.
Further discussion with County Librarian Gary Christmas reaffirmed much of what
DeSantis had described. Christmas offered more details, and more of a professional’s
perspective, but with essentially the same bottom line. Christmas emphasized again that LSSI
does not set library policy; the county Board of Supervisors does that, with the advice of the
Zone Advisory Boards. As an example, Christmas cited the RCLS policy on filtering Internet
access. The Board decided to install filtering software on some of the public access workstations
in some library branches, and LSSI implemented the policy.
∗

Since the site visit we have learned that the County has decided to again renew the contract with LSSI, this time
extending the arrangement for two additional years.
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As County Librarian, he is involved in hiring decisions for the zone and branch
managers. The Board scrutinizes the budget, sets policies, and sees every contract. Christmas
personally reviews book orders and has final say on all collection development decisions.
Christmas emphasized that increased services under LSSI come from their lean operation and
organizational efficiency.
The site review team also met with Gordon Conable, LSSI’s Director of West Coast
Operations, and the de facto project manager for the Riverside contract. Conable stressed that, in
his view, the RCLS contract did not constitute “privatization” for two reasons:
1. The assets all belong to the county. While LSSI employees may purchase books or
paperclips with county funds, the resulting materials are property of the county. “It’s not
our library—it’s the county’s” Conable says.
2. The library board makes policy decisions. LSSI is merely the contractor that carries out
board policy.
Conable stressed that, under the contract with LSSI, the county has not saved any money.
“We haven’t contracted with anyone yet by selling ourselves as costing less,” he pointed out.
Instead, the county has decided how much it wanted to spend on library services, and asked LSSI
what they could do with it. The LSSI proposal offered more services for the money. Conable
suggested that improved hours of service and staffing have resulted from LSSI being able to run
the system with less overhead.
Conable commented that the arrangement in Riverside would not work everywhere. He
claimed that the strength of LSSI was its ability to “localize” and “customize.” “We offer viable
alternative with a level of accountability that is strong—we have a contract that could be
terminated,” he observed. Conable suggested that LSSI’s potential future growth would be in
communities that were looking for more local control and accountability.
While in Riverside County the site review team also visited nine of the 24 branches of the
RCLS. At each location the team interviewed staff (including the branch manager when possible)
and library users. We employed structured interview instruments customized for staff, branch
managers, and library users (see Appendix A).
We also took the opportunity to briefly survey the facilities and collections at each site
visited. Although all the facilities we visited were adequately maintained and furnished, they
varied significantly in size and adequacy for the populations served. The facilities ranged from
renovated storefronts to magnificent new buildings, and included one joint-use facility. Although
we made no effort to provide a quantitative analysis of collections, it was readily apparent that
these too varied considerably from one community to the next. The primary cause for this
variation in facility and collection adequacy appears to be the amount of local funding that is
contributed to enhance the basic funding provided by the county. In some wealthy communities,
that amount is apparently substantial; in other less affluent communities, there is little additional
funding.
Finally, while in Riverside County we also visited the Moreno Valley Public Library and
interviewed its director, Cynthia Pirtle, and key staff. Moreno Valley is one of the largest and
fastest growing municipalities in Riverside County, and one of the libraries that withdrew from
the RCLS. We wanted to ascertain why Moreno Valley left the system, what the perception of
the RCLS was in a nearby public library, and what issues (if any) might remain that were
relevant to the study.
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Survey Responses. We interviewed staff to assess their perception of changes in library
services and management following LSSI’s assumption of the management role. We used a
structured interview instrument (see Appendix A), we tabulated the data and, using standard
statistical software, produced frequency tables for each response (see Appendix B). The total
number of staff interviewed was small (N=23), and we therefore hesitate to make
generalizations. But some strong indications do emerge from this small sample.
On the whole, RCLS staff is satisfied with conditions working for LSSI. More than
eighty-two percent thought that their current salary was satisfactory and comparable to others in
the area. Seventy-eight per cent said they had received a salary increase since they started
working for LSSI. Seventy-three percent thought that they had adequate opportunities for
continuing education. Ninety-five percent found their branch manager approachable and open to
their ideas. Eighty-two percent felt that the collection in their library had improved since LSSI
took over, and seventy-eight percent felt that the hours of service at their library were good for
the community they served.
Some areas of concern also emerge. Forty-three percent expressed no opinion about their
benefits, while more than a quarter each thought that their benefits were better or worse,
respectively, than they had been before. Clearly there are some concerns that the benefits they
had as public employees were better than those they now had as corporate employees. Only fiftysix percent thought that their work schedule enabled them to get their work done in a
professional manner; apparently a substantial minority have concerns about there being more
work to do than they can manage. And forty-three percent of those surveyed clearly felt that
funds for collections were inadequate to address community needs, while another thirteen
percent had no opinion.
Newer staff hired by LSSI generally appear to be paid less than staff who had been
employees of the City of Riverside. There are unanswered questions about staff turnover, though
it appears to be significant among newer employees. This raises questions about the potential
impact on compensation in other libraries in the region if arrangements like this were to become
commonplace. It is not clear, however, that either of these issues is related to LSSI’s
management of the library system. In most organizations newer staff receive less remuneration
than the former City of Riverside employees, who are now the senior staff in RCLS. It is not
clear that turnover among the newer employees is any greater than in other libraries of
comparable size.
In its operation of RCLS, LSSI has demonstrated a willingness to hire staff without
professional qualifications to perform function that had previously been performed by
professional librarians. It must be noted, however, that this is not merely a local trend in
Riverside. There is ongoing discussion in the library profession at large about appropriate
staffing levels for various library functions, and there appears to be a trend to focus professional
librarians on truly professional tasks while increasing the number of paraprofessionals to carry
out work that can be rendered routine. Non-traditional staffing patterns, instigated in part by
increasing competition for a shrinking pool of librarians, appears to be a national trend.
We also interviewed library users at nine branch locations. We used a structured
interview instrument (see Appendix A), we tabulated the data and, using standard statistical
software, produced frequency tables for each response (see Appendix B). The total number of
patrons interviewed was small (N=74), and generalizations from such a small sample should be
made with caution. Nevertheless, some strong patterns do emerge.
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On the whole, the citizens of Riverside County who use the libraries there are generally
satisfied with their library services. Sixty-three percent think that library services have definitely
improved in the past three years (corresponding with the period they have been under LSSI’s
management). Ninety percent think the staff is very helpful. Eighty-one percent think that staff is
readily available to help, while seventy-three percent feels they don’t have to wait to check out
materials. More than sixty-eight percent get what they need when they come to the library, and
seventy-three percent are satisfied with the results of known-item searches. Almost two-thirds of
the library users are satisfied with the hours the library is open.
On the other hand, only forty-three percent of the users find the library’s OPAC easy to
use, while an equal number have no opinion. This suggests that the OPAC is a problem, and that
many users simply avoid it and go to the librarian for help in finding things. In fairness it should
be pointed out that the OPAC is a legacy system, inherited by LSSI, and that the corporation has
significantly upgraded the system at its own expense.
Almost a third of those surveyed had no opinion about the availability of computers in
the library, while almost another third felt that they had to wait too long to get access to a
computer. There was similar lack of consensus about the quality of the reference collection
available.
The instrument we used did not include a question about the public awareness about the
outsourcing of library management in Riverside County. It became clear, however, in the course
of our investigations, that few people were aware of it or concerned about it. Indeed, many
library users seemed even unaware that their community library was part of the county systems,
perceiving instead that it was an operation of their own community. County officials indicated
that they were pleased that the change had gone essentially unnoticed, and saw no reason to
make any effort to inform the public about the change.
In short, both staff and patrons seem to agree that, in general, library services are
improving, but that more money for collections is needed. Surprisingly, both groups seem to
think that the hours of service are adequate.
Findings. The overall condition of the libraries in Riverside County continues to be poor, but
most of this is due to the effects of California’s maze of restrictive tax measures rather than any
effect of privatization of library management. Funding levels for Riverside County libraries
remain at desperately low levels, barely more than a third of the national average on a per capita
basis.
Materials budgets have increased each year, rising from $180,000 in the first year of the
contract to a projected $700,000 in 2000-01. Nevertheless, they are still inadequate to maintain
the branch library collections, which are in the main too small for the populations they are
intended to serve, and are generally old and worn. The few branches whose collection appears in
better condition have clearly benefited from infusions of additional local funds.
None of this can improve significantly until a larger source of revenue can be found.
Riverside County has pinned its hopes for overall improvements in funding for library services
on a package of impact fees that will provide significant revenues as long as the current growth
boom continues.
Two cities in Riverside County have withdrawn from the county library system since
LSSI assumed management control of the system. Both withdrawals were underway before LSSI
was selected to manage the library system, and there is no evidence that the withdrawals were in
any way a result of privatization. An interview with the three top staff at Moreno Valley
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indicated that the motivation for the withdrawal was the city’s desire for local control, combined
with the opportunity to capture a local tax revenue stream sufficient to provide better library
services than the county is able to fund.
It is significant to note in this context that six other cities were contemplating
withdrawing from the county system prior to the arrival of LSSI, and none of them appears at
this time interested in pursuing the course further. This can be attributed in part to several
factors, including service improvements instituted under LSSI, a perception of greater equity in
resource allocation and increased local control, and a realization of the high costs of providing
better library service with exclusively local funding,
The County of Riverside has made great efforts to give local communities a sense of
greater local control. They instituted three zone advisory boards of citizens to provide input on
the allocation of fiscal resources within regional zones. They have focussed on trying to return
tax funds to the zone in which they were generated, and in doing so have calmed many concerns
about inequitable funding. However, the issue of “return to source” with regard to tax revenues
remains. It is a difficult one to manage in an area with great disparities in both wealth and local
property tax base. There is reason for concern that this issue may be a potent force tending to
pull the county library system apart over time.
Based on a number of interviews, the staff of the Riverside County Library System
apparently has no reason to feel that their professional values or standards are in any way
compromised by being employees of a private corporation that manages their public libraries.
Most staff members interviewed seem to feel strong sense of loyalty to LSSI because the
company has restored a measure of stability to their jobs.
Staff has perceived relatively few changes of policy or procedure at the branch level since
LSSI assumed control. This may point to a possible problem in leadership or direction due to the
division of responsibilities between the county and the contractor. The County Librarian is fully
occupied in administering a large number of contracts and interlocal agreements, and takes care
not to become involved in the details of running the libraries. Much of his administrative effort is
currently being focussed on an ambitious program of building and improving facilities. The
contractor, LSSI, is charged with providing day-to-day management of library operations, but is
not responsible for strategic planning for the library system. It appears that responsibility for
long range planning may have fallen into the cracks between the contractually stipulated
responsibilities of the respective parties. It is open to question if a single county employee, the
County Librarian, can be expected to manage so many contracts, continue an aggressive building
program, and effectively provide vision and direction for the system. The County needs to either
hire additional staff for that purpose, or else contract for that task as well as for day-to-day
operations.
The staff reports that there appear to be several advantages in private sector management
of the library system. Among these advantages are reduced red tape in getting things done,
ranging from the ordering of supplies to the furnishing and equipping of a branch library. In
interviews some staff noted, with an obvious show of relief, that it was easier for a private
contractor to discipline or discharge employees who weren’t performing well.
Conclusions. Overall, the evidence we gathered leads to the following conclusions:
1. The county acted judiciously in contracting the management of Riverside County Library
System to LSSI. County officials took care to retain policy control, and have developed
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detailed and enforceable contracts. A capable and experienced library professional, who
is an employee of the county, manages these contracts.
2. The decision to contract with LSSI has apparently enhanced local control over library
operations and increased the accountability of library management to public officials.
3. The outsourcing of library management to LSSI can not be considered “privatization”
under any reasonable definition of the term because the County retains full and complete
control over the assets of the library and over library policy matters.
4. The citizens of Riverside County feel that they are receiving better library service now,
with the LSSI management of RCLS, than they were receiving when the system was
managed by the city of Riverside.
5. Funding for collections and hours of service have both increased since the decision to
outsource management of RCLS to LSSI. These issues both remain a significant concern
for County officials, and further improvements are expected.
6. Staff feel that, overall, LSSI is a better employer than the City of Riverside, and are
generally satisfied with their compensation and working conditions. They do appear to
have concerns about the benefits they receive, and about work schedules.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has been limited to a comprehensive review of the literature on outsourcing in
general, an in depth analysis of the literature on outsourcing of cataloging, followed by a detailed
examination of a four selected specific outsourcing cases. This is a rather limited set of cases on
which to generalize, but nevertheless the evidence does point to some tentative conclusions about
the impact of outsourcing on the three specific areas identified in the RFP.
Library governance and First Amendment issues. We found no evidence that outsourcing per
se represents a threat to library governance, or to the role of the library in protecting the First
Amendment rights of the public. Library staff in organizations where the management was
contracted to outside vendors (NASA, Riverside County) expressed little concern that their
values were in conflict with those of their employers. Likewise, surveys of library users revealed
no concern about the practice. Elected officials and county officers in Riverside have found that
by contracting out the management of the public library system to a commercial vendor rather
than a municipality, they have significantly increased their control over policy matters and
resource allocation decisions and enhanced the accountability of the library to the people it
serves.
Maintenance of a quality workforce. With regard to outsourcing of cataloging and selection,
this issue is elusive and difficult to determine. There appears to be legitimate cause for concern
that, with increasing reliance on vendors for cataloging and selection, the expertise of local
library professional staff in these areas way dwindle and atrophy. One the other hand, this is a
logical by-product of the managerial choice to direct local staff resources toward other activities
and functions, enhancing staff expertise in these other areas. These represent the difficult choices
managers must make in the face of limited resources and increasing demands for services.
In the Riverside case, we uncovered some vague indications of increasing workloads and
decreasing compensation—especially in terms of benefits—that might lead to diminished work
forces over the long term. There was also a clear indication of a change in the staffing pattern in
some libraries, with non-professionals handling tasks that had formerly been carried out by
professionals. Some observers might interpret this as the cynical manipulation of labor by a forprofit employer. An equally valid view, in our opinion, is that this represents a specific instance
of a much larger trend in library management, involving innovative approaches to staffing
patterns in order to find more effective allocations of scarce resources. The evidence is equivocal
and the conclusions by no means certain. More study is needed, and perhaps more time to
develop a discernible pattern of activities.
The community of libraries and their cooperative endeavors. We also found no evidence that
outsourcing per se had any significant impact on interlibrary cooperation. Conceptually, there is
the possibility that library collections developed by vendors rather than local selectors might tend
to become homogenous over time. This, in turn, would limit the diversity of library collections as
a whole, and vitiate the rationale for effective library resource sharing. It is not clear from the
evidence at hand, however, that the scale of outsourced selection justifies concern about this
theoretical evolution. Nor is it certain that, given emerging patterns in publishing and
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information distribution systems, such homogenization is not more or less inevitable in the long
run.
Far from being a threat to library cooperation, outsourcing of cataloging is in fact
facilitated by widespread access to shared cooperative cataloging efforts.
Outsourced library management, on the other hand, more logically might pose a threat to
interlibrary cooperation. We found, however, no evidence that it fact has as yet made any impact.
In Riverside, the surrounding communities appear to view LSSI as a good neighbor, and one
with whom they are more than willing to work for common improvements.
General considerations. While we found no evidence that outsourcing per se represents a
threat, there are to be sure a number of issues which might deserve sober deliberation by the
library profession. There are clearly instances in which outsourcing has led to undesirable—
perhaps even disastrous—results. In seems apparent, however, that these debacles are less a
consequence of outsourcing than of poor management; in other words, outsourcing badly done. It
is clear from these examples, as well as from consistent admonitions in the literature that, a
decision to outsource is one that should be made very carefully, with deliberate consideration of
all of the factors and ramifications. It would be perhaps useful to reiterate the suggestions of
Riverside County official Tom DeSantis about things to be sure to do before outsourcing.
1. Keep policy control with the elected public officials and representatives of the public;
2. Have your own in-house expert, a qualified professional, to manage the contract and
oversee vendor performance;
3. The contract must specify outcomes that are quantitatively measurable;
4. Choose your service provider carefully; be certain they have the experience and
qualifications to deliver on their commitments.
The first two of these are clear and unambiguous. We might elaborate further on the
second two. From the third suggestion it can be noted that a key element in successful
outsourcing projects is the quality of the contract: a poor contract will likely result in poor
performance. It is imperative, therefore that librarians and library managers become experts at
developing, monitoring and administering contracts. It seems equally obvious that model
contracts and guidelines for developing proposals be created by appropriate professional
organizations to aid librarians in negotiating their way through the contracting wilderness.
The final suggestion above leads to another observation: one of the greatest impediments
to successful outsourcing is the limited pool of qualified and experienced vendors, especially in
the area of library management. The most important handicap that Riverside County has in
negotiating with LSSI is that there are few alternative vendors from which to chose. If there were
a half dozen qualified and experienced vendors from which to chose, contract negotiations with
any single vendor would take on a completely different complexion.
Michael Gorman is one of the most outspoken critics of outsourcing in the library
literature. He has written that library managers who decide to contract with outside vendors for
cataloging, selection or acquisition services “are saying, in effect, that professional library skills
and experience can be replaced by distant vendors who probably lack the former and certainly
lack the latter” (Gorman 1998, 74). We would certainly agree that library managers should not
contract for any services with vendors who lack relevant professional skills or adequate
experience. We would assert, however, that many vendors can offer skills and experience equal
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to the professional staffs of many libraries. The evidence we considered indicates that, in many
cases, the skills and experience of vendor staffs may far exceed those of the local library staff—
for specific activities and functions. The key to success in outsourcing is knowing when to
outsource, and negotiating a workable contract with a capable vendor. This in turn results from
careful analysis and planning, establishment of measurable objectives, and vigilant monitoring of
contract performance.
Conclusions. In general, there is no evidence that outsourcing per se has had a negative impact
on library services and management. On the contrary, in the main outsourcing has been an
effective managerial tool, and when used carefully and judiciously it has resulted in enhanced
library services and improved library management. Instances where problems have arisen
subsequent to decisions to outsource aspects of library operations and functions appear to be
attributable to inadequate planning, poor contracting processes, or ineffective management of
contracts.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered to the American Library Association to
improve the use of outsourcing as an effective management tool in American libraries.
1. The American Library Association should encourage the inclusion of data documenting the
extent of outsourcing in libraries in the regular annual data collection activities of such
agencies as the National Center for Education Statistics.
2. The American Library Association should foster regular treatment of outsourcing trends,
vendors and services, and other issues related to outsourcing, in the journals published by the
divisions and units of ALA.
3. The American Library Association should foster, through its Divisions and other units, the
development of guidelines and model contracts to aid librarians in making decisions about
outsourcing.
4. The American Library Association, working collaboratively with other appropriate agencies
such as the Council on Library and Information Resources and the Institute of Museum and
Library Services, should encourage and foster further research into the impact of outsourcing
on library services and management.
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OUTSOURCING SELECTION SURVEY
Please answer the following questions about yourself?
1.

Do you have a masters degree in library science?

2.

How many years have you been employed in your present library system?

3.

How many years of total professional library experience do you have?

4.

What is your formal job title?

Please evaluate the following statements based on your opinions and perceptions by choosing
from among the indicated responses.
1.

The outsourcing of juvenile book selection gives staff more time to devote to story times
and other programs for the public.
1
agree strongly

2.

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

As a professional, I feel the need for the authority to accept or reject materials sent by the
vendor based on their suitability for my library’s specific character and collection needs.
1
agree strongly

6.

5
disagree strongly

The outsourcing of selection, by reducing my role in the collection development process,
affects my future marketability in the library work force.
1
agree strongly

5.

4
disagree

The outsourcing of selection limits my familiarity with the collection and my ability to do
effective reader’s advisory.
1
agree strongly

4.

3
no opinion

Although children’s books are vendor selected, I am afforded time in my work schedule
to consult review journals and keep abreast of new publications.
1
agree strongly

3.

2
agree

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

Materials that have been selected through outsourcing are received at the library in a
timely manner.
1
agree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly
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7.

The use of profiles to define local needs is sufficient to get the materials my unit needs.
1
agree strongly

8.

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

The outsourcing of children’s book selection has improved the morale of the children’s
librarians.
1
agree strongly

16.

5
disagree strongly

The vendor has a strong commitment to the quality of the children’s book collection.
1
agree strongly

15.

4
disagree

The overall quality of the children’s book collection has improved due to outsourcing.
1
agree strongly

14.

3
no opinion

Selection done in-house by a juvenile materials coordinator using unit profiles would be
more responsive to my unit’s needs than an outsourced materials selector.
1
agree strongly

13.

2
agree

My patrons are aware that children’s books are being selected by an outside vendor.
1
agree strongly

12.

5
disagree strongly

My neighborhood needs are being met through outsourced materials selection.
1
agree strongly

11.

4
disagree

In addition to using the unit profiles for selection, the vendor maintains sufficient contact
with the children’s librarians to see that their needs are being met.
1
agree strongly

10.

3
no opinion

There is an effective procedure for identifying and ordering materials not selected by the
vendor.
1
agree strongly

9.

2
agree

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly

The outsourcing of juvenile book selection makes a positive statement to the local
community about the library’s commitment to children’s services.
1
agree strongly

2
agree

3
no opinion

4
disagree

5
disagree strongly
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Staff Survey
NASA Library :_______________________________
1. Year you joined NASA Library: __________________
2. Are you a professional librarian with an MLS?

Yes

No

For the following questions, use this scale:
1 = Strongly agree; 2 = Agree; 3 = No opinion; 4 = Disagree; 5 = Strongly disagree

Based on your experiences in the NASA library:
3. My current salary is satisfactory and is comparable to surrounding
library systems.
4
5

1 2 3 4 5

I have received a salary increase in the last three years based on the merit
of my performance.

1 2 3 4 5

My current benefits (sick leave, vacation, health insurance, insurance, and
retirement) compare favorably with those in surrounding library systems.

1 2 3 4 5

6

My current work schedule allows me to complete my work in a professional
manner.
1 2 3 4 5

7

My job provides opportunities for continuing education and training.

1 2 3 4 5

8

My manager is approachable and listens to my ideas and suggestions.

1 2 3 4 5

9

The collection in my library has improved in the last three years.

1 2 3 4 5

10 The materials budget is sufficient to purchase materials that satisfy
library users.

1 2 3 4 5

11 The computer equipment in my library is upgraded and is serviced
regularly.

1 2 3 4 5

12. I think that the library’s hours are convenient for the service community.

1 2 3 4 5

13. What I like best about my library is:

14. What I like least about my library is:

15. Do you feel that there is any conflict between your professional values as a librarian and the
corporate goals of your employer?
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STAFF SURVEY
1. Year you joined the staff in Riverside County:
2.

Are you a professional librarian with an MLS?

Yes

No

For the following questions, use this scale:
1 = Strongly agree; 2 = Agree; 3 =

No Opinion; 4 = Disagree; 5 = Strongly disagree

Based on your experience in the Riverside County Library System:
3.

My current salary is satisfactory and is comparable to
surrounding library systems.

1

2

3

4

5

4.

I have received a salary increase in the last three years based
on my length of service and on the merit of my performance.

1

2

3

4

5

5.

My current benefits (sick leave, vacation, health insurance,
life insurance, and retirement) compare favorably with those I had before 1997.

1

2

3

4

5

6.

My current work schedule allows me to complete my work
in a professional manner.

1

2

3

4

5

7.

My job provides opportunities for continuing education and training.

1

2

3

4

5

8.

My branch manager is approachable and listens to my ideas and suggestions.

1

2

3

4

5

9.

The collection in my library has improved over the past three years.

1

2

3

4

5

10. The materials budget is sufficient to purchase materials that satisfy library users.

1

2

3

4

5

11. My library presents programs that enhance the lives of library users of all ages.

1

2

3

4

5

12. The computer equipment in my library is upgraded when needed
and is serviced regularly.

1

2

3

4

5

13. I think that the library’s hours are convenient for our community.

1

2

3

4

5

14. What I like best about my library is:

15. What I like least about my library is:

16. Do you feel that there is any conflict between your professional values as a public librarian and the corporate goals of
LSSI?
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CUSTOMER SURVEY
1. What year were you born?_____________
2. How many years have you lived in Riverside County?__________
3. How many years have you been using a library in Riverside County?________
4. How often do you visit the library?

First visit; ____ times per week; ____ times per month; ____ times per year

5. What do you use the library for primarily:
children’s materials;

children’s programs;

recreational materials;

information needs

For the following questions, use this scale:
1 = Strongly agree; 2 = Agree; 3 = No Opinion; 4 = Disagree; 5 = Strongly disagree
6.

In the last 3 years, the library service has gotten noticeably better.

1

2

3

4

5

7.

The library staff is very helpful.

1

2

3

4

5

8.

There is always staff available to help locate materials and information.

1

2

3

4

5

9.

I do not have to wait in line to check out materials.

1

2

3

4

5

10. I find the library’s electronic catalog easy to use.

1

2

3

4

5

11. I don’t have to wait to use a computer in the library.

1

2

3

4

5

12. I am satisfied with the programs offered for children and adults.
(times, topics, frequency)

1

2

3

4

5

13. I can always find the information I am seeking at the library.

1

2

3

4

5

14. When I come to the library for a specific item, I am not disappointed.

1

2

3

4

5

15. The reference collection is up-to-date and provides information on all topics.

1

2

3

4

5

16. I find the library’s hours very convenient.

1

2

3

4

5

17. What I like best about the library is:

18. What I like least about the library is:
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Management Questionnaire

1. Please discuss your public relations efforts, including any marketing plan you have.

2. Please rate your quality and quantity of service. What specific things do you have in place to
strive for higher levels?

3. Explain the impact your volunteer and friends of the library programs have on the library
system.

4. How has the chain of command and/or organizational flow changed since 1997? Is it better?
Are there ways it can still be improved?

5. How do you think your staff feel about their workload? And their salaries?

6. How do you feel about your present workload? Do your salary and benefits adequately
correspond to the work you do?
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7. What procedures do you have in place to recruit new staff?

8. What types of training programs do you have in place? Do you believe that they are
effective?

9. What number / percentage of your staff are professionals (MLS)? Do they participate in
professional organizations?

10. Please explain your interviewing and hiring process. Who is involved in the decision making
process?

11. In what ways are you and your library staff active in the community?

12. How would you say your neighboring libraries view your library system?

13. In what ways do you participate in reciprocal or consortia agreements?
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Fort Worth Public Library Staff Survey
Frequency Tables
Outsourcing of juvenile book selection gives staff more time to devote to story times and other
programs for the public
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
2
11.1
11.1
11.1
agree
9
50.0
50.0
61.1
no opinion
1
5.6
5.6
66.7
disagree
5
27.8
27.8
94.4
strongly disagree
1
5.6
5.6
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
I am afforded time in my work schedule to consult review journals and keep abreast of new
publications
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
1
5.6
5.6
5.6
agree
14
77.8
77.8
83.3
disagree
3
16.7
16.7
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
Outsourcing of selection limits my familiarity with the collection and my ability to do effective
reader’s advisory
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
3
16.7
16.7
16.7
agree
5
27.8
27.8
44.4
disagree
8
44.4
44.4
88.9
strongly disagree
2
11.1
11.1
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
Outsourcing of selection, by reducing my role in the collection development process, affects
my future marketability in the work force
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
4
22.2
22.2
22.2
no opinion
6
33.3
33.3
55.6
disagree
8
44.4
44.4
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
As a professional, I feel the need for the authority to accept or reject materials sent by the
vendor based on their suitability for my library’s specific character and collection needs
Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
5
27.8
27.8
27.8
agree
8
44.4
44.4
72.2
disagree
5
27.8
27.8
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
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Materials that have been selected through outsourcing are received at the library in a timely
manner
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
2
11.1
11.1
11.1
no opinion
2
11.1
11.1
22.2
disagree
9
50.0
50.0
72.2
strongly disagree
5
27.8
27.8
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
Materials that have been selected through outsourcing are received at the library in a timely
manner
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
2
11.1
11.1
11.1
no opinion
2
11.1
11.1
22.2
disagree
9
50.0
50.0
72.2
strongly disagree
5
27.8
27.8
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
There is an effective procedure for identifying and ordering materials not selected by the
vendor
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
1
5.6
5.6
5.6
agree
8
44.4
44.4
50.0
no opinion
3
16.7
16.7
66.7
disagree
5
27.8
27.8
94.4
strongly disagree
1
5.6
5.6
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
In addition to using the unit profiles for selection, the vendor maintains sufficient contact with
the children’s librarians to see that their needs are being met
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
2
11.1
11.1
11.1
disagree
12
66.7
66.7
77.8
strongly disagree
4
22.2
22.2
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
My neighborhood needs are being met through outsourced materials selection
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
6
33.3
33.3
33.3
no opinion
2
11.1
11.1
44.4
disagree
9
50.0
50.0
94.4
strongly disagree
1
5.6
5.6
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
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My patrons are aware that the children’s books are being selected by an outside vendor
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
3
16.7
16.7
16.7
no opinion
3
16.7
16.7
33.3
disagree
9
50.0
50.0
83.3
strongly disagree
3
16.7
16.7
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
Selection done in-house by a juvenile materials coordinator using unit profiles would be more
responsive to my unit’s needs that an outsourced materials selector
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
1
5.6
5.6
5.6
agree
13
72.2
72.2
77.8
no opinion
1
5.6
5.6
83.3
disagree
3
16.7
16.7
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
The overall quality of the children’s book collection has improved due to outsourcing
Frequency Percent Valid
Cumulative
Percent
Percent

agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

1
5
10
2
18

5.6
27.8
55.6
11.1
100.0

5.6
27.8
55.6
11.1
100.0

5.6
33.3
88.9
100.0

The vendor has a strong commitment to the quality of the children’s book collection
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
strongly agree
1
5.6
5.6
5.6
agree
11
61.1
61.1
66.7
no opinion
4
22.2
22.2
88.9
disagree
1
5.6
5.6
94.4
strongly disagree
1
5.6
5.6
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
The outsourcing of children’s book selection has improved the morale of the children’s
librarians
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
no opinion
6
33.3
33.3
33.3
disagree
8
44.4
44.4
77.8
strongly disagree
4
22.2
22.2
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
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The outsourcing of juvenile book selection makes a positive statement to the local community
about the library’s commitment to children’s services
Frequency Percent
Valid Cumulative
Percent
Percent
agree
1
5.6
5.6
5.6
no opinion
7
38.9
38.9
44.4
disagree
5
27.8
27.8
72.2
strongly disagree
5
27.8
27.8
100.0
Total
18
100.0
100.0
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My current salary is satisfactory and comparable to surrounding…
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree

14
5
1
3

60.9
21.7
4.3
13.0

60.9
82.6
87.0
100.0

Total

23

100.0

I have received a salary increase in the last three years.

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

9
9
4
1

39.1
39.1
17.4
4.3

39.1
78.3
95.7
100.0

23

100.0

My current benefits compare favorably with those I had before
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree

1
6
10
6

4.3
26.1
43.5
26.1

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
4.3
30.4
73.9
100.0
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My current work schedule allows me to complete my work …
Frequency
strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Percent

5
8
1
8
1

21.7
34.8
4.3
34.8
4.3

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
21.7
56.5
60.9
95.7
100.0

My job provides opportunities for continuing education …
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree

4
13
5
1

17.4
56.5
21.7
4.3

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
17.4
73.9
95.7
100.0

My branch manager is approachable and listens to my ideas…
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion

16
6
1

69.6
26.1
4.3

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
69.6
95.7
100.0

Riverside County Staff Frequency Tables
The collection in my library has improved in the past three years.
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion

10
9
4

43.5
39.1
17.4

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
43.5
82.6
100.0

The materials budget is sufficient to purchase materials…
Frequency
strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Percent

1
9
3
7
3

4.3
39.1
13.0
30.4
13.0

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
4.3
43.5
56.5
87.0
100.0

My library presents programs that enhance the lives of library users.
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree

8
10
2
3

34.8
43.5
8.7
13.0

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
34.8
78.3
87.0
100.0
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The computer equipment in my library is upgraded when needed
Frequency

Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree

3
12
3
5

13.0
52.2
13.0
21.7

Total

23

100.0

Cumulative Percent
13.0
65.2
78.3
100.0

I think the library's hours are convenient for our community
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly
disagree

5
13
2
2

21.7
56.5
8.7
8.7

21.7
78.3
87.0
95.7

1

4.3

100.0

Total

23

100.0
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In the last 3 years, library service has noticeably improved

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
16
34
18
4
2
74

Percent
21.6
45.9
24.3
5.4
2.7
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
21.6
67.6
91.9
97.3
100.0

Valid Percent
21.6
45.9
24.3
5.4
2.7
100.0

The library staff is very helpful

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency
41
26
4
3
74

Percent
55.4
35.1
5.4
4.1
100.0

Valid Percent
55.4
35.1
5.4
4.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
55.4
90.5
95.9
100.0

There is always staff available to help locat materials and

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency
34
26
7
7
74

Percent
45.9
35.1
9.5
9.5
100.0

Valid Percent
45.9
35.1
9.5
9.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
45.9
81.1
90.5
100.0

I do not have to wait in line to check out materials

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
12
42
9
10
1
74

Percent
16.2
56.8
12.2
13.5
1.4
100.0

Valid Percent
16.2
56.8
12.2
13.5
1.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
16.2
73.0
85.1
98.6
100.0
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I find the library's electronic catalog easy to use

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency
10
22
32
10
74

Percent
13.5
29.7
43.2
13.5
100.0

Valid Percent
13.5
29.7
43.2
13.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
13.5
43.2
86.5
100.0

I don't have to wait to use a computer in the library

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
11
15
23
21
4
74

Percent
14.9
20.3
31.1
28.4
5.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
14.9
35.1
66.2
94.6
100.0

Valid Percent
14.9
20.3
31.1
28.4
5.4
100.0

I am satisfied with the programs offered for children and ad

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency
8
22
41
3
74

Percent
10.8
29.7
55.4
4.1
100.0

Valid Percent
10.8
29.7
55.4
4.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
10.8
40.5
95.9
100.0

I can always find the information I am seeking at the librar

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
15
36
5
17
1
74

Percent
20.3
48.6
6.8
23.0
1.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
20.3
68.9
75.7
98.6
100.0

Valid Percent
20.3
48.6
6.8
23.0
1.4
100.0

When I come to the library for a specific item, I am not dis

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
Total

Frequency
15
39
6
14
74

Percent
20.3
52.7
8.1
18.9
100.0

Valid Percent
20.3
52.7
8.1
18.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
20.3
73.0
81.1
100.0
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The reference collection is up-to-date and provides informat

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
12
27
22
11
2
74

Percent
16.2
36.5
29.7
14.9
2.7
100.0

Valid Percent
16.2
36.5
29.7
14.9
2.7
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
16.2
52.7
82.4
97.3
100.0

I find the library's hours very convenient

Valid

strongly agree
agree
no opinion
disagree
strongly disagree
Total

Frequency
23
25
1
20
5
74

Percent
31.1
33.8
1.4
27.0
6.8
100.0

Valid Percent
31.1
33.8
1.4
27.0
6.8
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
31.1
64.9
66.2
93.2
100.0
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Appendix C
Narrative Responses
Outsourcing Children’s Collection Development
Ft. Worth Public Library
Total Narrative Responses - 8

Outsourcing Negative Statements
Requires more staff time - 2
Awareness of new titles is a problem – 2
Would prefer centralized selection or some other modified form of in-house selection - 1
Hurts my ability to do good reader’s advisory - 1
Turn-over time from ordering to arrival is problem - 5
Profiles not sufficient to meet library’s needs - 4
Vendors do not maintain adequate contact with the library – 4
Detrimental to my value as a professional - 2

Outsourcing Positive Statements
Saves staff time for other activities - 1
More efficient than in-house selection - 1
Doesn’t hurt my ability to give good reader’s advisory - 1
Profiles sufficient to meet library’s needs - 2
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Narrative Responses
Staff Survey
Riverside County

Total Responses: 22
What I like most about my library
Community Size/Diversity - 2
My job - 2
Comfortable atmosphere - 2
Building - 4
Convenient location - 1
Staff - 9
Supervisors/Management - 3
Bi-lingualism - 1
Ease of hiring and firing - 1
Friends - 2
Customers - 12
Programs - 1
Collection Improving - 2
Easier to get supplies - 1
Hours - 1

What I like least about my
library
Building - 4
Lack of Adequate Equipment - 2
Shelf Space - 3
Collection development - 4
City/County Politics - 1
Social Security/Split Retirement - 4
Maintenance problems - 4
Hours - 1
Available Volunteers - 1
Short Staffed - 3
Staff Turnover - 2
Work Load - 1
Health benefits - 2
Grumpy Patrons - 2
Parking/Traffic - 2

Conflict between professional values and goals of LSSI?
No - 15
Yes - 2
* Of the 10 people who indicated no opinion on the survey question on benefits and
retirement, 4 listed the question as not applicable because they were part-time, and thus
received no benefits or only partial benefits. One person listed the question as N/A
because she had only received full-time benefits last month.

Appendix B

Narrative Responses
Customer Survey
Riverside County

Total Responses - 74
What I like best about the library

What I like least about the library

Convenient Location – 16

Collection – 11

Building – 7
Friends – 1
Relaxing/Quiet Atmosphere – 4
Hours – 7
Staff – 10
Well Organized – 1
Free – 3
Collection/Resources – 16
Accessibility – 6
Computers/Internet – 10
Magazines – 2
Audio books – 1
No wait for computers – 1

Building – 1
Busy – 2
Décor – 2
Waiting for Computer Access – 4
Lack of Computer Instruction – 1
Staff – 3
Waiting to be Served – 1
Size – 3
Hours – 14
Needs Conference Room – 1
Noisy – 4
Lack of Videos – 2
Fees – 1
Broken Equipment – 1
System for Collecting Overdues – 1

Conflicts with other Patrons – 1
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Appendix D
FORT WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
Fall 1999
Cost to bring cataloging, processing and childrens book selection back in-house
Personnel
Cataloging
2.5 FTE Senior Librarians @ $33204
1 FTE Library Assistant
Processing
3 FTE Office Asst. II @ $18852
Materials Selection
1 FTE Materials Coordinator
1 FTE Office Assistant II
Administration
1 FTE Library Manager
Total Salaries
Fringe Benefits @ 25% of salaries

$333578
$83010
$23592
$56556
$40356
$18852
$44496
$266862
$66716

Processing supplies

$40000

OCLC contractual cost

$37000

Cost to bring privatized services in-house

$410578*

Less cost of current contracts

<197753>

Net cost saving due to privatization

$212825

*Cost is figured by adding positions, supplies and contractual services cut in the1992-93 fiscal year.

Advantages of Privatization
•

In FY1989-90, 93,350 items were added to the Library’s collection using 6 catalogers and
9 processing clerks. In FY1998-99, 94,004 items were added to the Library’s collection
using 2.5 catalogers, 7 processing clerks, and contractual cataloging & processing.

•

Childrens Librarians spend more time on direct public service and less time selecting new
materials, with no reduction in the quality of materials selected.

•

Simplified cataloging with fewer local Dewey variations is easier for customers to use. No
Dewey numbers of 10-13 digits assigned to new materials.

•

The Library used the budget cuts and privatization to reorganize Support Services into a
self directed work team. It was the first in the City Of Fort Worth, and one of the most
successful. Quality and quantity of work is higher than previously, and staff motivation
and morale are strong.
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Appendix E
Selected Cataloging Contractors
The companies listed in this appendix are representative of those that provide
cataloging services to libraries. Many library web pages contain references to
additional companies. For the purposes of this report, those web pages were not
included in the search for companies providing cataloging services.
Advanced Information Consultants, Inc.
http:///www.advinfoc.com/AIC-corporate-info.htm
Advanced Information Consultants (AIC) serves a varied client base from
individuals and small companies to Fortune 1oo corporations in the medical,
pharmaceutical, legal, engineering, scientific and automotive communities. As part of
its services, AIC offers cataloging services performed by specialist librarians in all
classification systems and subject headings for a number of integrated library systems.
Foreign language cataloging is available. Clients include corporations, hospitals and
research centers, museums, schools and universities.
Blackwell’s Book Services
http://www.blackwell.com/services/techserv/techserv.htm
Blackwell’s Technical Services can facilitate the delivery of books fully
processed and cataloged in accordance with individual library specifications.
Blackwell’s has developed a range of options that allows for delivery either directly
from Blackwell’s or through the library’s choice of bibliographic utility or system
vendor. MARC records can be delivered in a variety of types on a weekly basis for
orders. Record customization is available including insertion of barcode numbers.
Records can be enriched with tables of contents, title summaries, and author affiliation
information. Physical processing for books is offered up to provision of shelf-ready
materials.
The individual library can specify processing from a wide range of options.
BLS Bilingual Library Services
http://www.blsmarc.com/scripts/sh…com&cartid+%CARTID%&file=/main.htm
BLS specializes in selection, purchase, processing, collection development and
cataloging of English and Spanish language materials for school and public libraries.
BLS is a company the offers pre-selected list of Spanish language books written for
libraries and classrooms. Non-print Spanish language materials are also available for
the growing Spanish-speaking patron population. Additional services as specialized
Spanish language bibliographies, translation services and programs are available.
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Brodart Public Library Services
http://www.brodart.com/books/b_cpserv.htm
Since 1958, Brodart Compleat Book-Serv can supply an opening day
collection, assist with reducing cataloging backlogs; or provide on-going cataloging
services. For each library, cataloging and item level processing requirements meeting
your library’s bibliographic will be loaded into Brodart’s cataloging utility and
maintained as a resource for cataloging and authority processing. Brodart offers other
services including collection development, electronic ordering for public and school
libraries.
The Cadence Group, Inc.
http://www.cadence-group.com/startup.htm
The Cadence Group is an Atlanta-based information management corporation.
Cadences’ Staffing Division provides temporary, contract, temp-to-hire and permanent
professionals and paraprofessionals. Cadence provides Library Management Services
and Outsourcing, Database Design and Subject Indexing, Web Design, Content
Management and training. Reference Services and Document Delivery are also
provided in legal, medical, technical and business research. The Cadence Group
provides comprehensive library services from complete library management to
individualize services as cataloging, abstracting and indexing.
Costabile Associates, Inc.
http://lcweb.loc.gov/flicc/svcdir/tb.html
Costabile Associates, Inc. is one of the contract cataloging agents pointed to by
the FEDLINK network. Costabile offers original cataloging, copy cataloging and
shelf-ready physical processing based on customer library profiles. All formats are
cataloged and special capabilities are offered under a request for quotation.
Ingram Library Services
http://www.ingramlibrary.com/prog_svcs/cataloging_processing.asp
Ingram offers customized cataloging based on customer profiles including
unique local call number and cuttering, branch specific holdings attached to a MARC
record form Ingram’s BOOKMARC™ cataloging system. Ingram offers 90 different
processing options for books and audiovisuals, which can be customized to a library’s
requirements.
Library Management Services, Inc.
http://www.librarymgmtsvc.com/
Library Management Services, Inc. has been serving the needs of law, tax and
technical corporate library since 1978. Outsourcing with Library Management
Services provides full access to Library Administrators, Automated Systems
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Librarians, Technical Librarians, Reference Librarians and Library Clerks. Library
Management Services offers outsourcing to run a library using subcontracted services.
Library Technologies, Inc.
http://www.librarytech.com/
Library Technologies, Inc. offers database services, including duplicate record
resolution, item field builds, smart and dumb barcodes label production, help in local
system migration and authority control services. LTI is recognized as an authority
control agent, while no other cataloging services are available.
Library Systems and Services, L.L.C.
http://www.lssi.com/
LSSI is a company that offers complete library management to outsourcing
individual tasks. All operations are tailored to the library’s specific requirements.
This corporation is known for managing entire library systems with the provision of
all services and staffing on a contract basis.
MarcadiA
http://www.rlg.org/marcadia.html
MarcadiA is a joint service of the Research Libraries Group and MARC Link
Corporation. Marcadia provides cataloging using a library’s specific cataloging
practices. Brief records, placed on a FTP server are picked up and returned fully
cataloged. Marcadia merges selected cataloging data with the local information
(control number, holdings, other local fields of your choice) Unmatched records can
be returned or run again until matched. A variety of electronic reports allow analysis
of the results.
The database used is the RLG union catalog (RLIN database) from the
Research Libraries Group and the search engines of MARC Link. Cataloging in all
formats and virtually all languages is available in addition to the basic automated
cataloging service via FTP, Marcadia can provide additional services as provision of
professional cataloging of unmatched records; send and receive on tape; do custom
programming; automatically upgrade MARC records to current AACR2 cataloging;
and provide services from authority control, to barcodes and spine labels; and provide
training.
MARCIVE, Inc.
http://www.marcive.com/webl.htm
MARCIVE provides cataloging for current acquisitions, customized MARC
records, catalog or shelf list cards, smart barcode labels and matching authorities
records for cross references to libraries and vendors.
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MARCIVE maintains a 5 million record database containing cataloging for
trade publications, audiovisuals, serials, computer software, US and Canadian
government documents, medical works and titles in other languages.
OCLC
http://www.OCLC.org/oclc/menu/home1.htm
OCLC offers a range of technical services to libraries, both OCLC – and nonmember libraries. The OCLC TechPro Service is available to both OCLC member
and nonmember libraries. TechPro is a tailored cataloging service offering off-site,
short- and long-term cataloging and physical processing for materials in all formats
and many languages. OCLC TechPro works with a library through a standard set of
legal terms which is attached to a customized work statement that is specially prepared
for each project. The OCLC PrompCat Service delivers bibliographic records for
materials that libraries receive from vendors. PromptCat works from an electronic
copy of your book vendor’s order providing receipt of and OCLC-MARC prior to the
delivery of the physical item. PromptCat can include an electronic file of labels,
added local data, and automatic record editing. PrompCat is designed to work with
copy cataloging to reduce staff time for searching and editing time in handling titles.
OCLC Authority Control Services enables libraries to add and correct authority
records in conjunction with the TechPro Service. OCLC offers other services in the
cataloging area ranging from conversion of records to preparation of online databases.
OCLC-affiliated U. S. Regional Networks
The OCLC products are marketed by the U. S Regional Networks. Several of
the networks offer cataloging services. A short description of the services offered by
the Regional Networks follows:
BCR bibliographical center for research
http://www.bcr.org/1bss/cont-cat.htm
BCR offers current cataloging, original cataloging, copy cataloging and
union listing services. Physical processing is also available. Cataloging and
processing is done based on the library’s needs with a contract developed for
each project. Retrospective cataloging projects can be done along with other
cataloging projects or in phases as funding is available. Trained library
professionals perform original cataloging with expertise in various types of
libraries. All cataloging is done using the OCLC database.
CAPCON Bibliographic Services
http://www.capcon.net/bibserv/bibserv.htm
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CAPCON offers copy and original cataloging on the OCLC database
under contracts. CAPCON’s professionals offer services to suitable to both
small and large libraries. Cataloging is offered for incoming acquisitions,
backlog, copy cataloging only or retrospective conversion. In addition,
CAPCON offers management of union lists on OCLC. CAPCON offers
timely turn-around and flexible customization options.
Michigan Library Consortium
http://www.mlc.lib.mi.us/svs/cat/index.htm
The MLC markets OCLC cataloging outsourcing products plus a
retrospective conversion service to help libraries convert their collections to
machine-readable form for loading into a local online system.
MINITEX
http://kinglear.lib.umn.edu/mtx-org/
Professional catalogers staff the MINITEX OCLC Contract Cataloging
unit. These library professionals provide OCLC Cataloging services on a
contract basis. (Note – Not much information is given on this service.)
.
Sagebrush Library Services
http://www.catalogcard.com/
Sagebrush Library Services, since 1965 focuses almost exclusively on K-12
library publishers and distributors, providing cataloging and cataloging services. Staff
professional librarians provide full MARC records that contain call numbers and
subject headings.
Telesec Library Services
http://lcweb.loc.gov/flicc/svcdir/ts.html
Telesec Library Services is one of the contract cataloging agents pointed to by
the FEDLINK network. Telesec Library Services offers contract cataloging, copy
cataloging, and shelf-ready physical processing based on customer library profiles for
all formats. Special capabilities as foreign languages or local thesauri are offered
under a request for quotation
YBP Library Services
http://www.ybp.com/about.htm
This company is a merger of Baker & Taylor Academic Library Services with
Yankee Book Peddler in July 1999. YBP offers a full service of products. YBP can
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receive electronic orders, and offer full processing and cataloging services, including
shelf-ready books. Company literature on the YBP web site indicates that more than
100 libraries use one of more of the YBP bibliographic, processing and cataloging
services, and usage is expanding steadily. YBP cooperates with OCLC and can
provide YBP services or OCLC services as a part of its library services depending on
customer needs and preferences. YBP has a staff of more than 300 including more
than 20 professional librarians. A few of the YPB roles for staff are bibliographers;
book processors, catalogers, continuation-specialists, systems analysts and sales
persons. In the development of this company, outsourcing brings positions for
professional librarians.
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Appendix F
NASA Libraries
Ames Research Center & Research Information Resources
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
Tel. 650-604-5387
Contact: Esther Johnson
Dryden Flight Research Center Library
P.O. Box 273
Edwards AFB, CA 93523-0273
Tel. 05-258-3702
Contact: Dennis Ragsdale and Erin Gerena
Goddard Space Flight Center Library
Bldg. 21
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Tel. 301-286-7218
Contact: Janet Ormes
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Technical Library & Information Center
4800 Oak Grove Dr.
Pasadena CA 91109
Tel. 818-354-3007
Contact: Linda Kosmin
John F. Kennedy Space Center Library
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899
Tel. 407-867-3600
Contact: Audrey Silipo
John H. Glenn Research Center at Lewis Field
2100 Brookpark Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44135
Tel. 16-433-5762
Contact: Pam Caswell
Johnson Space Center Scientific & Technical Affirmation Center
2101 NASA Rd. One
Houston, TX 77058-3696
Tel. 281-483-2527
Contact: Jane Holtberg
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Langley Research Center Technical Library
2 W. Durand St.
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
Tel. 757-864-2356
Contact: Mike Little
Marshall Space Flight Center, George.
C. Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
Tel.256-544-4524
Contact: D.R. Wills
Matthew Fontaine Maury Oceanographic Library
Stennis Space Center, MS 39522
Tel. 228-688-4597
Contact: Ann Loomis
NASA Headquarters Library
300 E. St. SW
Washington D.C.
Tel. 202-358-0168
Contact: Andrew Pedrick
Wallops Flight Center Facility Library
252 W
Wallops Island, VA
Tel. 757-824-1065
Contact: Diane L. Hall
White Sands Test Facility Technical Library
P.O. Bo 20
Las Cruces, NM 8004-0020
Tel. 505-524-5293
Contact: Joe Beltran
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Contractors for NASA Libraries
DynCorp World Headquarters
11710 Plaza America Drive
Reston, Virginia 20190
703-261-5000
or
DynCorp Information Systems
15000 Conference Center Drive
Chantilly, Virginia 20151
703-818-4000
www.dyncorp.com
IDI also known as InDyne
Suite 700
6862 Elm Street
McLean, VA 22101
www.idinc.com
NCI Information Systems, Inc.
8260 Greensboro Drive, Suite 400
McLean, VA 22102
www.nciinc.com
Sherikon, Inc
14500 Avion Parkway
Suite 200
Chantilly, VA 20151-1108
(800) 899-0123
www.sherikon.com
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Mary Evelyn Blagg-Huey Library. He earned a BS in Communication from the University of
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has worked in academic public services since 1997. Prior to that he worked for eight years in the
retail book trade. He is active on several library and university committees, and a member of
both the Texas Library Association and the American Library Association.
Timothy C. Judkins is the Manager, Collection and Information Development for the
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center Library. He has worked at the Texas Tech
University Health Science Center Library and the Oral Roberts University Medical Library. He
is active in the Medical Library Association and its South Central Regional group, the Texas
Library Association and is a member of the American Library Association. Tim is a volunteer
member of the Texas Z39.50 Implementors Group and has served for the past two years.
Kelly Patricia Kingrey is the branch manager of the Sulphur Regional Branch of the Calcasieu
Parish Library System (Louisiana). She is also a doctoral student in School of Library and
Information Studies at Texas Woman’s University. She earned an MLS from the University of
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Clara Latham, Collection Development and Systems Librarian, Midwestern State University,
Wichita Falls, Texas. She earned a BA in Sociology from California State University, Fresno,
and a MA in Librarianship from San Jose State University. She has also been a Doctoral student
at Texas Woman’s University since May 1997. She was Collection Development Librarian at
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active in the Texas Library Association and a member of the American Library Association.
Thomas K. Lindsey is Government Publications Librarian at the University of Texas at
Arlington. He earned a BA in Sociology from Brown University and a MLS from the University
of Pittsburgh, and completed 24 credit hours in a Master of Public Administration degree
program at Texas Tech University. He has worked in academic and special libraries for 25 years,
primarily in academic libraries. He has worked for three contract providers of library services,
working in a government, academic, and corporate library. (Note: he did not participate in
writing or reviewing any portions of the report about Library Systems and Services, Inc., or the
Riverside County, California Library System.) He is a member of the American Library
Association.
Robert S. Martin is Professor in the School of Library and Information Studies at Texas
Woman’s University. From 1995 to 1999 he served as Director and Librarian of the Texas State
Library and Archives. Prior to that he held a succession of library administrative positions at the
University of Texas at Austin, the University of Texas at Arlington, and Louisiana State
University. He has a BA from Rice University, an MLS from the University of North Texas and
a PhD from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He has published numerous articles
in the library, archival and historical journals, and is the author of five books. He is active in the
American Library Association and currently serves on the ALA Council.
JoAnn Rogers is the Director of the Euless Public Library, in Euless, Texas. She earned a BS in
Sociology from Oklahoma State University and an MLS from Texas Woman’s University. She
has worked in public, academic and private school libraries in Texas for more than 25 years. Her
experience ranged from cataloging to bookmobiles and children services. She received the ALA
Shirley Olofson Award for Outstanding New librarian the year after she earned her MLS. She
attended the Snowbird Leadership Conference in 1992. She has served as an officer in the TLA
New Members Roundtable and currently serves on the Library Partnerships Committee.
Roberta Schenewerk is Acquisitions Team Leader for the Fort Worth, Texas, Public Library
System. She has a BA with a double major in Sociology and Anthropology and a minor in
Library Science from the University of North Texas. She remained at UNT to earn her MLS. Her
professional library experience has been in the public library sector. In addition to working in
acquisitions, she has been a children’s librarian, a business services librarian and a manager of an
interlibrary loan unit. She is a member of the Texas Library Association and has recently written
children’s book reveiws for the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
Kathleen G. Strauss is Adult Services Librarian at the Denton Public Library in Denton, Texas.
She earned a BS and MA in Education from The Ohio State University and an MLIS from the
University of Hawaii at Manoa. She has worked in public libraries in Texas for nine years,
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Association.
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